
Natural Disasters 

Disasters can be defined as a sudden, accidental event of great magnitude that causes considerable damage to life 
and property. They are sudden, drastic and normally occur without any alarm or warning. Some disasters may be 
short lived such as earthquakes and some other may be of long duration, such as floods. However, irrespective of 
the duration of a disaster, the damage in the form of deaths, injuries and losses of property is immense. The 
magnitude of the disasters can be judged by the fact that only during the past two decades, occurrences of floods, 
earthquakes, landslides, cyclones, etc. have killed several million people. 

Earthquakes, floods and landslides, etc. are natural environmental hazards of disastrous consequences. In recent 
years these hazards took toll of thousands of lives and caused massive destruction of property. These have 
adversely affected the vital sectors of our development as agriculture, communication, irrigation, power projects 
and rural and urban settlements. In recent years these hazards took toll of thousands of lives and caused massive 
destruction of property. These have adversely affected the vital sectors of our development as agriculture, 
communication, irrigation, power projects and rural and urban settlements. 

Natural disasters: 

When disasters occur due to natural forces they are called natural disasters, over which man has hardly any control. 
Some common natural disasters are earthquakes, landslides, floods, droughts, cyclones, tsunamis, volcanic 
eruptions and wildfires etc. These disasters cause enormous loss to life and property. 

Man-made disasters:  

When the disasters are due to carelessness of human or mishandling of dangerous equipment’s they are called man-
made disasters. Common examples of these disasters are train accidents, aero plane crashes, collapse of buildings, 
bridges, mines, tunnels, etc. 

Natural disasters: 

1. Earthquakes: 

An earthquake is the shaking of the earth’s surface caused by rapid movement of the earth’s crust or outer layer. it 
is brought about by shifting of the tectonic plates. The earth is primarily composed of three layers: 1. The outer 
crust, 2. The middle mantle, and 3. The inner core 

The Earth’s outer layer or crust is made up of a number of zig-saw pieces like structures that interlock into one 
another. These pieces are called tectonic plates. These plates are in continuous motion over the mantle, which is 
known as tectonic movements. These tectonic processes are also responsible for the mountain building processes. 

The plates that are moving past over one another are slowed by friction along their boundaries. Due to this, the 
rocks are under strain. When the stress on the rocks exceeds certain limits, the rocks rupture and form a fault along 
which the rocks are displaced during tectonic movements. This sudden rupture of the rocks releases energy in the 
form of earthquake waves. 



 

 

Thus earthquake is a form of energy, which is transmitted to the surface of the earth in the form of waves called 
seismic waves. The study of earthquakes and the waves they create is called seismology (from the Greek seismos, 
“to shake”). Scientists who study earthquakes are called seismologists. The instrument that records the seismic 
waves is called seismograph. 

The exact spot under the earth surface at which an earthquake originates is called the focus or hypocenter. The 
point on the earth surface above the focus is called the epicenter. The Richter scale is used to measure the intensity 
of earthquakes. The intensity is measured on a scale of 0 to 8 and above 

The major impacts of earthquakes are as follows: 

Shaking of the ground and surface rupture: This is the main cause of destruction in which buildings, bridges, 
roads, canals and other structures are damaged. 

Liquefaction: Earthquakes make sands and silts to transform from a solid to liquid state. This also results in 
building collapse. 

Landslides: Earthquakes of high intensity often trigger many landslides in the hilly regions. 

Fires: It is a major hazard associated with earthquakes. The shakings of the ground and building damage often 
break the gas pipes and electric lines that cause fires. 

Changes in the land elevation: The surface topography of a region and groundwater conditions are altered after an 
earthquake. 

2. Tsunami It is a Japanese term meaning ‘harbour waves’. Tsunamis are massive sea waves that are mainly 

caused due to earthquakes in the ocean floor or possibly due to an undersea landslide or volcanic eruption. When 
the ocean floor is tilted or offset during an earthquake a set of waves is created similar to the concentric waves 
generated by an object dropped into the water. These waves are massive in size and gain height as they approach 
the seashore. Tsunamis up to the height of 30 m are recorded. Tsunamis are the most catastrophic among natural 



disasters as they affect a very wide geographical area. The tsunami of 26 December, 2004 killed around three lakh 
people and affected parts of Indonesia, Andaman and Nicobar Islands in India, Sri Lanka and even Somalia. 

3. Cyclones 

Cyclone is an area of low atmospheric pressure surrounded by a wind system blowing in anti-clockwise direction, 
formed in the northern hemisphere. In a cyclone, the wind speed must be more than 119 km/hr. Cyclones generate 
in the seas and oceans and move with a very high speed towards the land. 

Cyclones form when moisture evaporates from the warm oceans during the hot season. The air rises, condenses and 
gathers momentum as it moves over the ocean. Due to the extreme low pressure in the centre, more and more air 
rushes inwards and it grows to a considerable size and intensity. 

It strikes the land with a devastating force and gradually withers off on land when they are cut from their source of 
ocean moisture. Cyclones are named variously depending on their source of origin. They are called hurricanes in 
the Atlantic, typhoons in the Pacific, cyclones in the Indian Ocean. 

Impact on the Environment: Cyclones cause devastation when they hit the landmass in the form of very strong 
winds, heavy rains and storm tides. The impact on the environment is severe, some of which are as under: 

1. The coastal low lying areas are most affected. 

2. The affected areas are inundated both with rainfall and the surge of seawater. 

3. Devastation is also increased due to the accompanying high velocity winds. 

4. Widespread damage in the form of uprooted trees, blown-off roof tops, standing crops, injuries and death to 
humans and animals. 

5. Many shipwrecks occur during cyclonic storms. 

6. The affected areas are impoverished and are followed by spread of epidemic and diseases. 

4. Landslides 

Landslides refer to a rapid down-slope movement of rocks or soil mass under the force of gravity. It is also known 
as slope failure and mass wasting. Landslides may be typed as mudflow where there is down-slope movement of 
soil and debris flow, which is the down-slope movement of coarse material and rocks. Landslides may occur when 
water from rain and melting snow, seeps through the earth on a sloppy surface and encounters a layer of loose, 
unstable material such as clay. 

Landslides mostly occur on unstable hillsides by the action of rain or snow that seep through the soils and rocks 
(Figs. 18.6 and 18.7). This results in the sliding of earth and rock masses down the hill slopes. These are further 
triggered due to deforestation and human encroachment on unstable slopes. All the hilly regions of our country are 
prone to landslides. The important factors responsible for landslide occurrence are as follows: 

1. Stability of slopes 

2. The type of earth and rock material 

3. The type of vegetation 

4. The role of ground water conditions and precipitation 

5. Presence of streams, etc. 

Impact on the Environment: 



Landslides, though local in nature, occur quite often in many parts of the world. Landslides occur in the hilly 
regions; the Himalayan region in India is particularly prone to landslides. Every year landslides occur, especially 
during the monsoon season and cause much damage to life and property. For example, Malpa landslide in 1999 in 
the Kumaon hills, took the lives of many pilgrims who were going to Mansarovar in Tibet. The impact on the 
environment is manifested in the form of: 

1. Uprooted trees and degraded soil 

2. Buried building and settlements 

3. Damage to crops and plantation 

4. Frequent roadblocks in the hilly areas 

5. Injuries and death to humans and animals 

5. Avalanche 

It is a type of landslide involving a large mass of snow, ice and rock debris that slides and fall rapidly down a 
mountainside. Avalanches are initiated when a mass of snow and ice begins to rapidly move downhill because of 
the overload caused due to a large volume of new snowfall. This result in internal changes of the snow pack, 
producing zones of weakness along which fissure occurs. An avalanche is an incredibly destructive force of nature. 

Impact on the environment: 

1. Flattening trees on the hillside,  

2. Destroying the ecosystem, 

3. Killing plants, animals, insects, and unfortunately sometimes people 

4. Long term effects include damage to life and property in heavily populated areas.  

5. Infrastructure is damaged,  

6. The blockage caused, and  

7. Impacts the livelihood of many People who enjoy skiing, snowboarding and snowmobiling  

6. Volcanic eruptions 

Volcanic eruptions happen when lava and gas are discharged from a volcanic vent. The most common 
consequences of this are population movements as large numbers of people are often forced to flee the moving lava 
flow. Volcanic eruptions often cause temporary food shortages and volcanic ash landslides called Lahar.  
The most dangerous type of volcanic eruption is referred to as a 'glowing avalanche'. This is when freshly erupted 
magma forms hot pyroclastic flow which have temperatures of up to 1,200 degrees. The pyroclastic flow is formed 
from rock fragments following a volcanic explosion , the flow surges down the flanks of the volcano at speeds of 
up to several hundred kilometres per hour, to distances often up to 10km and occasionally as far as 40 km from the 
original disaster site. Volcanic eruptions can cause earthquakes, fast floods, mud slides, and rock falls. Lava can 
travel very far and burn, bury, or damage anything in its path, including people, houses, and trees. The large 
amount of dust and ash can cause roofs to fall, makes it hard to breathe, and is normally very smelly. 

Effects:Volcanic eruptions can cause earthquakes, fast floods, mud slides, and rock falls. Lava can travel very far 
and burn, bury, or damage anything in its path, including people, houses, and trees. The large amount of dust and 
ash can cause roofs to fall, makes it hard to breathe, and is normally very smelly. The ground around the volcano is 
not secure and can cause big earthquakes. 

7. Heat and Cold Waves 



Heat and cold waves have been a part of extreme weather events, which cause enormous losses in terms of lives 
and human discomfort and ailments arising out of them. A heat wave is a prolonged period of excessive heat, often 
combined with excessive humidity. Excessive heat is determined by Heat Index Values. The heat index, also 
known as the apparent temperature, is what the temperature feels like to the human body when relative humidity is 
combined with the air temperature. 

 A heat wave is a hot period, which lasts from a few days to a few weeks, and which may be accompanied by high 
humidity. Severe heat waves could damage crop, and kill from hyperthermia. If accompanied by drought, heat 
waves can lead to wildfires. A heat wave is a period of excessively hot weather, which may be accompanied by 
high humidity, especially in oceanic climate countries. A heat wave is measured relative to the usual weather in the 
area and relative to normal temperatures for the season. Temperatures that people from a hotter climate consider 
normal can be termed a heat wave in a cooler area if they are outside the normal climate pattern for that area. 

Effects:  

1. Extreme heat can cause cramps, swelling, and fainting. 

2. Young children and adults over the age of 65 are most likely to experience heat exhaustion or other 
heat-related illness. 

3. In July 1995, Chicago, Illinois experienced a heat wave that caused over 700 deaths. Scientists predict 
that the Midwest could endure similar heat waves up to 3 times a year by 2100 if greenhouse gas 
emissions continue to increase. 

4. Urban areas often experience higher temperatures during the summer, referred to as “Urban Heat 
Island.” This is due to buildings, roads, and other infrastructures absorbing solar energy, resulting in 
higher temperatures. 

5. Heat waves can cause blackouts and power outages, especially in areas that experience the urban heat 
island effect. 

6. To stay hydrated during a heat wave, drink plenty of water and eat a salty snack to help replace the salt 
the body loses when it sweats. 

 

8. Cold Wave: 

A cold wave is an extreme cold weather condition, which can cause death and injury to humans and animals. 
A cold wave (known in some regions as a cold snap) is a weather phenomenon that is distinguished by a cooling of 
the air. A cold wave is a rapid fall in temperature within a 24-hour period requiring substantially increased 
protection to agriculture, industry, commerce, and social activities. The precise criterion for a cold wave is 
determined by the rate at which the temperature falls, and the minimum to which it falls. This minimum 
temperature is dependent on the geographical region and time of year 

Effects: A cold wave can cause death and injury to livestock and wildlife. Exposure to cold mandates 
greater caloric intake for all animals, including humans, and if a cold wave is accompanied by heavy and persistent 
snow, grazing animals may be unable to reach needed food and die of hypothermia or starvation. They often 
necessitate the purchase of foodstuffs to feed livestock at considerable cost to farmers. 

Cold spells are associated with increased mortality rates in populations around the world.[3] Both cold waves and 
heat waves cause deaths, though different groups of people may be susceptible to different weather 
events.[4] In developed countries, more deaths occur during a heat wave than in a cold snap, though the mortality 
rate is higher in undeveloped regions of the world. Globally, more people die of cold weather than hot weather, due 
to the rise in diseases like cold, flu, and pneumonia. 



Extreme winter cold often causes poorly insulated water pipelines and mains to freeze. Even some poorly protected 
indoor plumbingruptures as water expands within them, causing much damage to property and costly insurance 
claims. Demand for electrical power and fuels rises dramatically during such times, even though the generation of 
electrical power may fail due to the freezing of water necessary for the generation of hydroelectricity. Some metals 
may become brittle at low temperatures. Motor vehicles may fail when antifreeze fails or motor oil gels, producing 
a failure of the transportation system. To be sure, such is more likely in places like Siberia and much of Canada that 
customarily get very cold weather. 

Fires become even more of a hazard during extreme cold. Water mains may break and water supplies may become 
unreliable, making firefighting more difficult. The air during a cold wave is typically denser and thus contains more 
oxygen, so when air that a fire draws in becomes unusually cold it is likely to cause a more intense fire. 

Winter cold waves that aren’t considered cold in some areas, but cause temperatures significantly below average 
for an area, are also destructive. Areas with subtropical climates may recognize unusual cold, perhaps barely 
freezing, temperatures, as a cold wave. In such places, plant and animal life is less tolerant of such cold as may 
appear rarely. The same winter temperatures that one associates with the norm for Colorado, Ohio, or Bavaria are 
catastrophic to winter crops in places like Florida, California, or parts of South America that grow fruit and 
vegetables in winter. 

Cold waves that bring unexpected freezes and frosts during the growing season in mid-latitude zones can kill plants 
during the early and most vulnerable stages of growth, resulting in crop failure as plants are killed before they can 
be harvested economically. Such cold waves have caused famines. At times as deadly to plants as drought, cold 
waves can leave a land in danger of later brush and forest fires that consume dead biomass. One extreme was the 
so-called Year Without a Summer of 1816, one of several years during the 1810s in which numerous crops failed 
during freakish summer cold snaps after volcanic eruptions that reduced incoming sunlight. 

 

 



MAN-MADE DISASTERS 

Man-made disasters are caused by human action or inaction. a man-made disaster may be due to 
human error, negligent behavior, dysfunction of a human-engineered system or intentional 
instigation and/or attacks. The economic and social impact is substantial and just can be just as 
catastrophic as a natural disaster. Some examples of man-made disasters include hazardous material 
spills, explosions, chemical or biological attacks, nuclear blasts, traffic collisions such as train 
accidents, plane crashes, etc. Most of these disasters are in the form accidents (except attacks) and 
cause deaths, injuries, and loss of property. 

For example, the gas leak at an Indian pesticide plant in 1984, which is commonly known as the 
Bhopal gas tragedy, was a man-made disaster. This was caused by the leak of toxic substances 
including methyl isocyanate (MIC) gas. This disaster affected thousands of lives. The great Smog of 
London (1952) is another example of a man-made disaster. This smog resulted in a period of cold 
weather combined with an anticyclone and windless conditions; the main cause for this disaster was 
severe air-pollution. This caused about 4000 thousand deaths and other respiratory problems. 

Types of man-made disasters 

Industrial hazards 

Industrial accidents resulting in releases of hazardous materials usually occur in a commercial 
context, such as mining accidents. They often have an environmental impact but also can be 
hazardous for people living in proximity. The Bhopal disaster saw the release of methyl 
isocyanate into the neighbouring environment seriously affecting large numbers of people. It is 
probably the world's worst industrial accident to date. 

Engineering hazards 

Engineering hazards such as collapse of buildings, dam failure etc. occur when structures used by 
people fail or the materials used in their construction prove to be hazardous. This history of 
construction has many examples of hazards associated with structures including bridge failures such 
as the Tay Bridge disaster caused by under-design, the Silver Bridge collapse caused by corrosion 
attack or the original Tacoma Narrows Bridge caused by aerodynamic flutter of the deck. Failure of 
dams was not infrequent during the Victorian era, such as the Dale Dyke dam failure 
in Sheffield, England in 1864, causing the Great Sheffield Flood, which killed at least 240 people. 
In 1889, the failure of the South Fork Dam on the Little Conemaugh River near Johnstown, 
Pennsylvania, produced the Johnstown Flood, which killed over 2,200. Other failures 
include balcony collapses, aerial walkway collapses such as the Hyatt Regency walkway 
collapse in Kansas City in 1981, and building collapses such as that of the World Trade 
Center in New York City in 2001 during the September 11 attacks. 

Waste disposal 

In managing waste many hazardous materials are put in the domestic and commercial waste stream. 
In part, this is because modern technological living uses certain toxic or poisonous materials in the 
electronics and chemical industries. Which, when they are in use or transported, are usually safely 
contained or encapsulated and packaged to avoid any exposure. In the waste stream, the waste 
products exterior or encapsulation breaks or degrades and there is a release and exposure to 
hazardous materials into the environment, for people working in the waste disposal industry, those 



living around sites used for waste disposal or landfill and the general environment surrounding such 
sites. 

Fire 

Bush fires, forest fires, and mine fires are generally started by lightning, but also by human 
negligence. They can burn thousands of square kilometers. If a fire intensifies enough to produce its 
own winds and "weather", it will form into a firestorm. A good example of a mine fire is the one 
near Centralia, Pennsylvania. Started in 1962, it ruined the town and continues to burn today. 
Casualties resulting from fires, regardless of their source or initial cause, can be aggravated by 
inadequate emergency preparedness. Such hazards as a lack of accessible emergency exits, poorly 
marked escape routes, or improperly maintained fire extinguishers or sprinkler systems may result 
in many more deaths and injuries than might occur with such protections. 

Chemical hazards- Due to hazardous materials 

-Organohalogens 

Organohalogens are a family of synthetic organic molecules which all contain atoms of one of 
the halogens. Such materials include PCBs, Dioxins, DDT, Freon and many others. Although 
considered harmless when first produced, many of these compounds are now known to have 
profound physiological effects on many organisms including man. Many are also fat soluble and 
become concentrated through the food chain. 

-Toxic metals 

Many metals and their salts can exhibit toxicity to humans and many other organisms. Such metals 
include, Lead, Cadmium, Copper, Silver, Mercury and many of the transuranic metals. 

-Radioactive materials 

Chernobyl nuclear power plant 

Radioactive materials produce ionizing radiation which may be very harmful to living organisms. 
Damage from even a short exposure to radioactivity may have long term adverse health 
consequences. 

Exposure may occur from nuclear fallout when nuclear weapons are detonated or nuclear 
containment systems are compromised. During World War II, the United States Army Air 
Forces dropped atomic bombs on the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, leading to 
extensive contamination of food, land, and water. In the Soviet Union, the Mayak industrial 
complex exploded in 1957. The Kyshtym disaster was kept secret for several decades. It is the third 
most serious nuclear accident ever recorded. At least 22 villages were exposed to radiation and 
resulted in at least 10,000 displaced persons. In 1992, the former Soviet Union officially 
acknowledged the accident. Other Soviet republics of Ukraine and Belarus suffered also when a 
reactor at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant had a meltdown in 1986. To this day, several small 
towns and the city of Chernobyl remain abandoned and uninhabitable due to fallout. A number of 
military accidents involving nuclear weapons have also resulted in radioactive contamination, for 
example the 1966 Palomares B-52 crash and the 1968 Thule Air Base B-52 crash. 

Disasters due to Transportation 



Aviation/ Air disasters 

An aviation incident is an occurrence other than an accident, associated with the operation of an 
aircraft, which affects or could affect the safety of operations, passengers, or pilots. The category of 
the vehicle can range from a helicopter, an airliner, or a space shuttle. The ditching of US Airways 
Flight 1549 was a well-publicised incident in which all on board survived 

Rail disasters 

The special hazards of traveling by rail include the possibility of a train crash which can result in 
substantial loss of life. Incidents involving freight traffic generally pose a greater hazardous risk to 
the environment. Less common hazards include geophysical hazards such as tsunami such as that 
which struck in 2004 in Sri Lanka when 1,700 people died in the Sri Lanka tsunami-rail disaster. 

Road accidents 

Traffic collisions are the leading cause of death, and road-based pollution creates a substantial 
health hazard, especially in major conurbations. 

Space accidents and incidents 

Space travel presents significant hazards, mostly to the direct participants 
(astronauts or cosmonauts and ground support personnel), but also carry the potential of disaster to 
the public at large. Accidents related to space travel have killed 22 astronauts and cosmonauts, and 
a larger number of people on the ground. 

Accidents can occur on the ground during launch, preparation, or in flight, due to equipment 
malfunction or the naturally hostile environment of space itself. An additional risk is posed by 
(unmanned) low-orbiting satellites whose orbits eventually decay due to friction with the extremely 
thin atmosphere. If they are large enough, massive pieces traveling at great speed can fall to the 
Earth before burning up, with the potential to do damage. 

One of the worst human-piloted space accidents involved the Space Shuttle Challenger which 
disintegrated in 1986, claiming all seven lives on board. The shuttle disintegrated 73 seconds after 
taking off from the launch pad in Cape Canaveral, Florida. 

Another example is the Space Shuttle Columbia, which disintegrated during a landing attempt 
over Texas in 2003, with a loss of all seven astronauts on board. The debris field extended 
from New Mexico to Mississippi. 

Sea travel 

Ships can sink, capsize or crash in disasters. Perhaps the most infamous sinking was that of 
the Titanic which hit an iceberg and sank, resulting in one of the worst maritime disasters in history. 
Other notable incidents include the capsizing of the Costa Concordia, which killed at least 32 
people; and is the largest passenger ship to sink, and the sinking of the MV Doña Paz, which 
claimed the lives of up to 4,375 people in the worst peacetime maritime disaster in history. 

Environmental hazards/disasters 

Environmental hazards are those hazards where the effects are seen in biomes or ecosystems rather 
than directly on living organisms. Well known examples include oil spills, water pollution, slash 
and burn de-forestation, air pollution. 



THE COMPREHENSIVE DISASTER MANAGEMENT  

Goals of Disaster Management: 

(1) Reduce, or avoid, losses from hazards; 
(2) Assure prompt assistance to victims; 
(3) Achieve rapid and effective recovery. 

The Comprehensive Disaster Management (CDM) programme that illustrates the cyclic 
process by which governments, businesses, and civil society plan for and reduce the impact 
of disasters, react during and immediately following a disaster, and take steps to recover after 
a disaster has occurred. Appropriate actions at all points in the cycle lead to greater 
preparedness, better warnings, reduced vulnerability or the prevention of disasters during the 
next iteration of the cycle. The complete disaster management cycle includes the shaping of 
public policies and plans that either modify the causes of disasters or mitigate their effects on 
people, property, and infrastructure.  

The mitigation and preparedness phases occur as disaster management improvements are 
made in anticipation of a disaster event. Developmental considerations play a key role in 
contributing to the mitigation and preparation of a community to effectively confront a 
disaster. As a disaster occurs, disaster management actors, in particular humanitarian 
organizations, become involved in the immediate response and long-term recovery phases. 
The four disaster management phases illustrated here do not always, or even generally, occur 
in isolation or in this precise order. Often phases of the cycle overlap and the length of each 
phase greatly depends on the severity of the disaster. 

1. Mitigation - Minimizing the effects of disaster. 
Examples: building codes and zoning; vulnerability analyses; public education. 

2. Preparedness - Planning how to respond. 
Examples: preparedness plans; emergency exercises/training; warning systems. 

3. Response - Efforts to minimize the hazards created by a disaster. 
Examples: search and rescue; emergency relief . 

4. Recovery - Returning the community to normal. 
Examples: temporary housing; grants; medical care. 

The figure below illustrates the four phases of CDM cycle: mitigation, preparedness, 
response and recovery. 

 



Developmental considerations contribute to all aspects of the disaster management cycle. One 
of the main goals of disaster management, and one of its strongest links with development, is 
the promotion of sustainable livelihoods and their protection and recovery during disasters 
and emergencies. Where this goal is achieved, people have a greater capacity to deal with 
disasters and their recovery is more rapid and long lasting. In a development oriented disaster 
management approach, the objectives are to reduce hazards, prevent disasters, and prepare for 
emergencies. Therefore, developmental considerations are strongly represented in the 
mitigation and preparedness phases of the disaster management cycle. Inappropriate 
development processes can lead to increased vulnerability to disasters and loss of 
preparedness for emergency situations. 

 

Phases of CDM Cycle: There are four phases in CDM Cycle: 

1. Mitigation:  

Mitigation activities actually eliminate or reduce the probability of disaster occurrence, or 
reduce the effects of unavoidable disasters. Mitigation measures include building codes; 
vulnerability analyses updates; zoning and land use management; building use regulations 
and safety codes; preventive health care; and public education. 

Mitigation will depend on the incorporation of appropriate measures in national and regional 
development planning. Its effectiveness will also depend on the availability of information on 
hazards, emergency risks, and the countermeasures to be taken. The mitigation phase, and 
indeed the whole disaster management cycle, includes the shaping of public policies and 
plans that either modify the causes of disasters or mitigate their effects on people, property, 
and infrastructure. 

During the mitigation phase, structural and non-structural measures are undertaken to limit 
the adverse impact of natural hazards, environmental degradation, and technological hazards. 
According to the United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UNISDR), 
the adverse impacts of hazards often cannot be prevented fully, but their scale or severity can 
be substantially lessened by various strategies and actions. 

Management activities in the mitigation phase encompass engineering techniques and hazard-
resistant construction as well as improved environmental policies and public awareness, as 
well as hazard vulnerability and risk assessment. 

Measures were taken during the mitigation phase also address preventing natural or man-
caused events from giving rise to disasters or any emergency situations, e.g. not allowing 
your child to have access to matches, gasoline, or kerosene oil. 

2. Preparedness: During the preparedness phase of the CDM cycle measures are taken to 
reduce the minimum level possible, of loss in human life and other damage, through the 
organization of prompt and efficient actions of response and rehabilitation such as practicing 
earthquake and fire drills. 



Preparedness activities are geared towards minimizing disaster damage, enhancing disaster 
response operations and preparing organizations and individuals to respond. They also 
involve planning, organizing, training, interaction with other organizations and related 
agencies, resource inventory, allocation and placement, and plan testing. 

The goal of emergency preparedness programs is to achieve a satisfactory level of readiness 
to respond to any emergency situation through programs that strengthen the technical and 
managerial capacity of governments, organizations, and communities. These measures can be 
described as logistical readiness to deal with disasters and can be enhanced by having 
response mechanisms and procedures, rehearsals, developing long-term and short-term 
strategies, public education and building early warning systems. Preparedness can also take 
the form of ensuring that strategic reserves of food, equipment, water, medicines and other 
essentials are maintained in cases of national or local catastrophes. 

During the preparedness phase, governments, organizations, and individuals develop plans to 
save lives, minimize disaster damage, and enhance disaster response operations. Preparedness 
measures include preparedness plans; emergency exercises/training; warning systems; 
emergency communications systems; evacuations plans and training; resource inventories; 
emergency personnel/contact lists; mutual aid agreements; and public information/education. 
As with mitigations efforts, preparedness actions depend on the incorporation of appropriate 
measures in national and regional development plans. In addition, their effectiveness depends 
on the availability of information on hazards, emergency risks and the countermeasures to be 
taken, and on the degree to which government agencies, non-governmental organizations and 
the general public are able to make use of this information. 

3. Response: Actions carried out in a disaster situation with the objective to save a life, 
alleviate suffering and reduce economic losses. The main tool in response is the 
implementation of plans which were prepared prior to the event. The aim of emergency 
response is to provide immediate assistance to maintain life, improve health and support the 
morale of the affected population. Such assistance may range from providing specific but 
limited aid, such as rescue, relocation, assisting refugees with transport, temporary shelter, 
and food, provision emergency healthcare, to establishing semi-permanent settlement in 
camps and other locations, along with repairing vital services e.g. telecommunications etc.. It 
also may involve initial repairs to damaged infrastructure. The focus in the response phase is 
on meeting the basic needs of the people until more permanent and sustainable solutions can 
be found. Humanitarian organizations are often strongly present in this phase of the disaster 
management cycle. 

Response activities are post activities geared towards: 

 Providing emergency assistance 
 Reducing the probability of additional injuries or damage 
 Speeding recovery operations 
 Returning systems to normal level 



4. Recovery: In the recovery phase, also referred to as the recovery and rehabilitation phase,  
activities are geared towards the restoration of basic services and the beginning of the repair 
of physical, social and economic damage e.g. lifelines, health and communication facilities, 
as well as utility systems. The recovery phase also includes efforts to reduce disaster risk 
factors. 

As the emergency is brought under control, the affected population is capable of undertaking 
a growing number of activities aimed at restoring their lives and the infrastructure that 
supports them. There is no distinct point at which immediate relief changes into recovery and 
then into long-term sustainable development. There will be many opportunities during the 
recovery period to enhance prevention and increase preparedness, thus reducing vulnerability. 
Ideally, there should be a smooth transition from recovery to on-going development. 

Recovery activities continue until all systems return to normal or better. Recovery measures, 
both short and long term, include returning vital life-support systems to minimum operating 
standards; temporary housing; public information; health and safety education; 
reconstruction; counseling programs; and economic impact studies. Information resources 
and services include data collection related to rebuilding, and documentation of lessons 
learned. 

 

 



NATURAL RESOURCES



INTRODUCTION


Any material which can be transformed in a way that it
becomes more valuable and useful can be termed as
resource. In other words, it is possible to obtain valuable items
from any resource. Resource, therefore, are the means to
attain given ends. The aspect of satisfaction is so important
that we consider a thing or substance a resource, as so long it
meets our needs. Life on this planet depends upon a large
number of things and services provided by the nature, which
are known as Natural Resources. Thus water, air, soil,
minerals, coal, forests, crops and wild life are all examples of
natural resources.

 Resources obtained from nature, i.e. from the earth are
called natural resources. These resources occur naturally,
and humans cannot make them. The raw materials used in
artificial or man-made resources are natural resources.



Most Important Natural Resources are:

1.Air: Clean air is important for all the plants, animals, humans to
survive on this planet. So, it is necessary to take measures to
reduce air pollution.
2.Water: 70% of the Earth is covered in water and only 2 % of
that is freshwater. Initiative to educate and regulate the use of
water should be taken.
3.Soil: Soil is composed of various particles and nutrients. It
helps plants grow.
4.Iron: It is made from silica and is used to build strong weapons,
transportation and buildings
5.Forests: As the population increases, the demand for housing
and construction projects also increases. Forests provide clean
air and preserve the ecology of the world.



CLASSIFICATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

 Classification of natural resources can be done in several ways based on
their origin, level of development and uses, stock or deposits, and their
distribution.

 On the basis of their origin, natural resources can be classified into living or
biotic and non-living or abiotic resources.

 Living or Biotic Resources

If natural resources come from living things or organic materials, they
are termed as living or biotic resources. Biotic resources include plants,
animals and fossil fuels. Fossil fuels such as coal, oil and natural gas are
classified as biotic resources as they are formed from the decay of organic
matter over millions of years.

These are living resources (e.g. forest, agriculture, fish and wild life)
that are able to reproduce or replace them and to increase.

 Non-living or Abiotic Resources

On the other hand, if the resources are derived from nonliving or
inorganic materials, they are termed as abiotic resources. For instance, air,
sunlight, and water are abiotic natural resources. Minerals are also
considered abiotic.

These are non-living resources (e.g. petrol, land, minerals etc.) that
are not able to replace themselves or do so at such a slow rate that they



 On the basis of deposit or stock: natural resources can be classified as renewable 
and non-renewable.

 Renewable Natural Resources

 Renewable resources are in a way inexhaustible resources. They have the ability to 
replenish themselves by means such as recycling, reproduction and 
replacement.Examples of renewable resources are sunlight, animals and 
plants,soil,water,etc.

 Resources that can be used without any risk of its ending up are called renewable 
resources. They exist in unlimited quantity. Sun, water, wind, biomass, tides, 
geothermal energy, etc. are renewable resources. These are infinite sources of 
energy.

 Non-renewable Natural Resources

 Non renewable resources are the resources that cannot be replenished once used or 
perished. Examples of non renewable resources are minerals, fossil fuels, etc.

 Those natural resources, on the other hand, that cannot be replenished after their 
depletion is called non-renewable resources. Most fossil fuels, such as coal, 
petroleum and natural gas are considered nonrenewable resources. Nonrenewable
resources take billions of years for their formation, hence, their cautious and economic 
use is the only option left for mankind.

 An actual resource is one which is used in current times. We know their approximate 
quantity, for example: coal deposit.



Difference between Renewable and Non-Renewable Resources





PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH NATURAL

RESOURCES

 The unequal consumption of natural resources
 A major part of natural resources today are consumed in the technologically 

advanced or ‘developed’ world, usually termed ‘the west’. The ‘developing nations’ 
of ‘the east’, including India and China, also over use many resources because of 
their greater human population. However, the consumption of resources per capita 
(per individual) of the developed countries is up to 50 times greater than in most 
developing countries. Advanced countries produce over 75% of global industrial 
waste and greenhouse gases.

2. Planning land use
 Land is a major resource, needed for not only for food production and animal 

husbandry, but also for industry and growing human settlements. These forms of 
intensive land use are frequently extended at the cost of ‘wild lands’, our remaining 
forests, grasslands, wetlands and deserts. This demands for a pragmatic policy 
that analyses the land allocation for different uses.

3. The need for sustainable lifestyles
 Human standard of living and the health of the ecosystem are indicators of 

sustainable use of resources in any country or region. Ironically, both are not in 
concurrence with each other. Increasing the level of one, usually leads to 
degradation of other. Development policies should be formulated to strike a 
balance between the two.



  

 Land is the most important valuable resource for mankind,  

 It provides food, fibre, medicine.  

 It is a mixture of inorganic materials and organic materials. 

 To construct building 

 Acts as a dustbin for most of the wastes created by the modern society. 

Land degradation: 

 It is a process of deterioration of soil or loss of fertility. 

Effects of land degradation: 

1. Soil texture and soil structure are destructed. 

2. Loss of soil fertility. 

3.  Loss of valuable nutrients. 

4. increase in water logging, salinity, alkalinity and acidity problem. 

5. Loss of economic social and biodiversity. 

Causes of land degradation: 

1. Population: 

More land is needed for producing food, fibre and fuel wood. So land is degraded due 

to over exploitation. 

2. Urbanisation: 

Urbanisation reduces the agricultural land. Urbanisation leads to deforestation, which inturn 

affects millions of plants and animals. 

3. Fertilizers and pesticides: It affects fertility of the soil and causes land pollution. 

4. Damage of top soil: 

Increase in food production generally leads to damage of top soil through nutrient 

depletion. 

5. Water logging, soil erosion, salination and contamination of the  soil with industrial wastes and 

cause land degradation. 

Soil erosion: 

 The process of removal of superficial layer of the soil from one place to another is called soil 

erosion. 
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Harmful effects of soil erosion: 

1. Soil fertility decreases due to the loss of top soil layer. 

2. Loss of it’s ability to hold water and sediments. 

3. Sediments run off can pollute water and kill aquatic life. 

Types of soil erosion: 

1. Normal erosion: 

    It is caused by gradual removal of top soil by the natural process. The rate of erosion is 

less. 

2. Accelerated erosion: 

It is caused by man made activities. The erosion is much faster than the rate formation 

of soil. 

Causes of soil erosion: 

1. water 

water causes soil erosion in the form of rain, run off, rapid flow and wave action. 

2. wind: 

    It is an important climatic agent, which carry away the fine particles of soil creates soil 

erosion. 

3. Biotic agent: 

Over grazing, mining and deforestation are the major biotic agent cause soil erosion. 

35% of soil erosion is due to  over grazing and 30% is due to deforestation. 

4. Land slide: 

   It causes soil erosion. 

5. Construction: 

Construction of dams, buildings, roads removes protective vegetal cover and leads to 

soil erosion. 

 

Control of soil erosion (or) Soil conservation practices: 

 The art of soil conservation is based on following basic principles 

1. To slow down the water for concentrating and moving down the slope in a narrow path. 

2. To slow down the water movement when it flows along the slope. 
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3. To encourage more water to enter into the soil. 

4. To increase the size of soil particles. 

5. Reduction in the wind velocity near the ground by growing vegetation. 

 

Conservational tillage: 

 The process of mixing the residues from previous crops into the soil by ploughing is called 

conservational tillage. It improves soil permeability and increase organic matter, which in turn 

improve soil moisture and nutrients. 

Organic farming: 

 Process of increasing organic input to the soil.  E.g bio fertilizer 

Crop rotation: 

 Process of growing different crops in successive year on the samew land. It prevents the loss of 

fertility of the soil. 

Contour Ploughing: 

 It is very useful areas with low rain fall, i.e placing some furrows to store water, which reduces 

runoff and erosion. 

Mulching: 

 Soil is covered with cropl residues and other form of plant litters. 

Strip cropping: 

 Planting of crops in rows to check flow of water. 

 

 

Terrace farming: 

 Conversion of steep  slopes in to a series of  broad terraces which run across the contour. It 

reduces soil erosion by controlling run off. 

Agroforestry: 

 Planting crops in between rows of trees or shrubs, that can provide fruits and fuel wood. After 

harvesting the crops the soil will not be eroded because trees and shrubs will remain on the soil and 

hold the soil particles. 
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Wind break: 

 Trees are planted in lo0ng rows along the boundaryof cultivated lands, which block the wind 

and reduces soil erosion. 

Desertification: 
 It is a form of land degradation. It is a progressive destruction or degradation of arid or sen\mi 

arid lands to destruct. 

Causes: 

1. Deforestation 

2. Over grazing 

3. Over utilisation of water 

4. Mining and quarrying 

5. Climate change 

6. Excessive use of fertilizers and pesticides 

Effects of desertification: 

 80% of productive land in the arid and semi arid regions are converted in to desert. Around 600 

million people are suffered by desertification.     
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Natural Resources 
 

2.1 Introduction to Natural Resources 

 
Any material which can be transformed in a way that it becomes more valuable 
and useful can be termed as resource. In other words, it is possible to obtain 
valuable items from any resource. Resource, therefore, are the means to attain 
given ends. The aspect of satisfaction is so important that we consider a thing 
or substance a resource, as so long it meets our needs. Life on this planet 
depends upon a large number of things and services provided by the nature, 
which are known as Natural Resources. Thus water, air, soil, minerals, coal, 
forests, crops and wild life are all examples of natural resources. 
 

Resources obtained from nature, i.e. from the earth are called natural 
resources. These resources occur naturally, and humans cannot make them. 
The raw materials used in artificial or man-made resources are natural 
resources. 

Classification of Natural Resources 

Classification of natural resources can be done in several ways based on their 
origin, level of development and uses, stock or deposits, and their distribution. 

On the basis of their origin, natural resources can be classified into living or 
biotic and non-living or abiotic resources. 

Living or Biotic Resources 

If natural resources come from living things or organic materials, they are 
termed as living or biotic resources. Biotic resources include plants, animals 
and fossil fuels. Fossil fuels such as coal, oil and natural gas are classified as 
biotic resources as they are formed from the decay of organic matter over 
millions of years.  

These are living resources (e.g. forest, agriculture, fish and wild life) that are 
able to reproduce or replace them and to increase. 

Non-living or Abiotic Resources 

On the other hand, if the resources are derived from nonliving or inorganic 
materials, they are termed as abiotic resources. For instance, air, sunlight, and 
water are abiotic natural resources. Minerals are also considered abiotic. 



These are non-living resources (e.g. petrol, land, minerals etc.) that are not able 
to replace themselves or do so at such a slow rate that they are not useful to 
consider them in terms of the human life times. 

 

On the basis of deposit or stock, natural resources can be classified as 
renewable and non-renewable. 

Renewable Natural Resources 

Renewable resources are in a way inexhaustible resources. They have the 
ability to replenish themselves by means such as recycling, reproduction and 
replacement.Examples of renewable resources are sunlight, animals and 
plants,soil,water,etc. 
 

Resources that can be used without any risk of its ending up are called 
renewable resources. They exist in unlimited quantity. Sun, water, wind, 
biomass, tides, geothermal energy, etc. are renewable resources. These are 
infinite sources of energy. 

Non-renewable Natural Resources 

Non renewable resources are the resources that cannot be replenished once 
used or perished. Examples of non renewable resources are minerals, fossil 
fuels, etc. 

Those natural resources, on the other hand, that cannot be replenished after 
their depletion is called non-renewable resources. Most fossil fuels, such as 
coal, petroleum and natural gas are considered nonrenewable resources. 
Nonrenewable resources take billions of years for their formation, hence, their 
cautious and economic use is the only option left for mankind. 

An actual resource is one which is used in current times. We know their 
approximate quantity, for example: coal deposit. 

2.1.2 Problems associated with natural resources 

1. The unequal consumption of natural resources 

A major part of natural resources today are consumed in the technologically 
advanced or ‘developed’ world, usually termed ‘the west’. The ‘developing 
nations’ of ‘the east’, including India and China, also over use many resources 
because of their greater human population. However, the consumption of resources 
per capita (per individual) of the developed countries is up to 50 times greater than 
in most developing countries. Advanced countries produce over 75% of global 



industrial waste and greenhouse gases. 
 

2. Planning land use 

Land is a major resource, needed for not only for food production and animal 
husbandry, but also for industry and growing human settlements. These forms of 
intensive land use are frequently extended at the cost of ‘wild lands’, our 
remaining forests, grasslands, wetlands and deserts. This demands for a pragmatic 
policy that analyses the land allocation for different uses. 
 

3. The need for sustainable lifestyles 

Human standard of living and the health of the ecosystem are indicators of 
sustainable use of resources in any country or region. Ironically, both are not in 
concurrence with each other. Increasing the level of one, usually leads to 
degradation of other. Development policies should be formulated to strike a 
balance between the two. 

  



FOREST RESOURCES 

‘A nation that destroys its soils destroys itself. Forests are the lungs of our land, 
purifying the air and giving fresh strength to our people’- Franklin D. 
Roosevelt 

Forest is important renewable resources. Forest vary in composition and 
diversity and can contribute substantially to the economic development of any 
country .Plants along with trees cover large areas, produce variety of products 
and provide food for living organisms, and also important to save the 
environment. 
It is estimated that about 30% of world area is covered by forest whereas 26% 
by pastures. Among all continents, Africa has largest forested area (33%) 
followed by Latin America (25%), whereas in North America forest cover is 
only 11%. Asia and former USSR has 14% area under forest. European 
countries have only 3% area under forest cover. India’s Forest Cover accounts 
for 20.6% of the total geographical area of the country as of 2005. 

Types of Forest Resources in India: 

Because of unique geographical locations and climatic diversities, the forest 
types of India are highly variable. A total of fourteen major classes of forest are 
found in diverse region of the Indian territories. 

1. Tropical dry deciduous forest 

2. Tropical moist deciduous forest 

3. Tropical evergreen forest 

4. Tropical semi evergreen forest 

5. Tropical rainforest 

6. Subtropical forest 

7. Temperate broad leaved forest 

8. Temperate conifer forest 

9. Subalpine forest 

10. Alpine forest 

11. Desert thorny forest 



12. Coastal sand dune forest 

13. Estuarine evergreen forest 

14. Grasslands 

3. Significance of Forests 

Forests and grasslands provide a wide range of ecosystem services. In addition 
to providing food, fuel and fiber, forests clean the air, filter water supplies, 
control floods and erosion, sustain biodiversity and genetic resources, and 
provide opportunities for recreation, education, and cultural enrichment. 
Sequestering (or releasing) carbon is a form of climate regulation, which is 
another important ecosystem service provided by forests and grasslands; 
specifics of climate regulation depend upon ecosystem structure, composition, 
and management. 

Ecosystem services may be local, regional, or global in scale. For example, the 
provision of clean water is most often a regional service, most accessible to 
those within a watershed's boundaries. Climate regulation can be local or global. 
By removing and releasing carbon dioxide and other gases, ecosystems regulate 
the global climate, but land-use change can affect local micro-climates by 
influencing variables such as temperature and precipitation. 

Watershed protection: 

• Reduce the rate of surface run-off of water. 

• Prevent flash floods and soil erosion. 

• Produces prolonged gradual run-off and thus prevent effects of drought. 

Atmospheric regulation: 

• Absorption of solar heat during evapo-transpiration. 

• Maintaining carbon dioxide levels for plant growth. 

• Maintaining the local climatic conditions. 

Erosion control: 

• Holding soil (by preventing rain from directly washing soil away). 

Land bank: 



• Maintenance of soil nutrients and structure. 

Local use - Consumption of forest produce by local people who collect it for 
subsistence – 

(Consumptive use) 

• Food - gathering plants, fishing, hunting from the forest. 

(In the past when wildlife was plentiful, people could hunt and kill animals for 

food. Now that populations of most wildlife species have diminished, continued 

hunting would lead to extinction.) 

• Fodder - for cattle. 

• Fuel wood and charcoal for cooking, heating. 

• Poles - building homes especially in rural and wilderness areas. 

• Timber – household articles and construction. 

• Fiber - weaving of baskets, ropes, nets, string, etc. 

• Sericulture – for silk. 

• Apiculture - bees for honey, forest bees also pollinate crops. 

• Medicinal plants - traditionally used medicines, investigating them as potential 
source for new modern drugs. 

Market use - (Productive use) 

• Most of the above products used for consumptive purposes are also sold as a 
source of income for supporting the livelihoods of forest dwelling people. 

• Minor forest produce - (non-wood products): Fuelwood, fruit, gum, fiber, etc. 
which are collected and sold in local markets as a source of income for forest 
dwellers. 

• Major timber extraction - construction, industrial uses, paper pulp, etc. Timber 
extraction is done in India by the Forest Department, but illegal logging 
continues in many of the forests of India and the world. 



 
2.2.2 Over exploitation of forests 

Forests contribute substantially to the national economy. With increasing 
population increased demand of fuel wood, expansion of area under urban 
development and industries has lead to over exploitation of forest .At present 
international level we are losing forest at the rate of 1.7 crore hectares annually. 
Overexploitation also occurs due to overgrazing and conversion of forest to 
pastures for domestic use. 

 

Timber as a Material 

Timber is a versatile raw material that offers several advantages, enabling it to 
be used in a wide range of applications. Among these advantages are the 
following: 

1. Timber is a renewable resource and is grown in countries around the 
globe. This broad availability reduces the amount of transportation 
needed, allowing the material to be used closer to where it is produced. 

2. Timber has a fast growth rate with softwood varieties able to replenish at 
a faster rate than hardwoods. 

3. Timber does not require a great deal of energy for it to be produced into a 
useable form, relative to other material such as steel which requires 
furnaces operating at high temperature as part of the process. 

4. Timber stores the excess carbon that is removed from the atmosphere and 
continues to do so or the duration of its existence. 

5. Timber is a natural material, is non-toxic, is safe to handle, and does not 
produce hazardous vapors when cut or machined. 

6. Timber is easy to harvest and can be managed effectively to assure 
regrowth and replenishment. 

7. Timber is easy to handle, cut, and shape with readily available tools, 
lending to its ability to have widespread use. 

8. Its scrap or waste products can be repurposed so that there is little to no 
unused material from a given cut of timber. 

9. It has aesthetic appeal and can be stained, painted, or coated to produce a 
wide variety of finishes. 

10. Softwood timber is relatively inexpensive, making it suitable for wide use 
as a building and construction material. 

11. The material has relatively high strength and can be designed into 
configurations that function as load-bearing supports. 

12. Timber has good thermal insulating properties and can reduce the energy 
use of homes when the material is used in doors and windows. 



13. When properly dried as part of the processing of harvested wood, timber 
is not subject to fungal degradation, and the removal of excess moisture 
reduces the weight of the material, making it less expensive to transport 
and easier to handle. 

14. Timber construction is simpler and faster than with the use of stone or 
concrete. 

15. Timber is durable, can last centuries, and is easier to maintain than other 
materials. 

Common Uses of Timber 

The following paragraphs summarize the common uses of timber as a material. 

As a Fuel Source 

Timber is an important source of fuel, where its combustion can be used to heat 
homes, provide energy for cooking food, and heat water for domestic 
use. Wood pellets and other remnants of the timber processing such as biomass 
are shipped and may be used as a convenient form of wood-based fuel to be 
used in stoves or heaters. Some estimates suggest that up to 40% of all the 
timber harvested from forests worldwide is ultimately consumed as a fuel 
source. The use of timber as fuel will vary from region to region, depending on 
the availability of other fuel sources such as oil, natural gas, electricity, and 
renewables such as wind and solar power. 

Timber can also be used as a fuel source to power boilers which heat water to 
produce steam and drive generators to create electrical power. 

Construction Materials 

Timber is transformed into a wide range of construction materials that are used 
in building and home construction. This includes dimensional lumber products 
that are built into walls, floors, and ceilings, such as: 

Timber also is used along with adhesives to generate sheets of plywood to 
function as sheathing, or for the creation of Oriented Strand Boards 
(OSB), veneer panels,  or Structural Insulated Panels(SIPs). Timber also can be 
fabricated into structurally engineered wood products that are suitable for 
sustaining high loads, substituting for other materials such as steel I-beams. 
Timber is also fabricated into architectural or custom woodwork as well as 
other architectural mouldings. 

Furniture 



Many hardwoods are valued for their higher density and the beauty of their 
natural grain patterns, making them the primary choice of material for cabinet 
and furniture makers. These woods are heavier and more durable, but also 
slower growing, therefore tend to be more expensive than softwoods. Oak, 
maple, walnut, cherry, and poplar are common choices for higher-end furniture. 
Less expensive softwoods used for furniture include pine, redwood, spruce, and 
cedar. 

Scrap and waste material from mills such as wood shavings and sawdust are 
combined with adhesives to create chipboard, Light Density Fiberboard 
(LDF), Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF), and other wood products that can 
be used to make inexpensive wooden furniture sold and shipped as ready-to-
assemble items or furniture parts. 

Timber Beams 

Timber is used in applications requiring the support of loads, including 
on docks, piers, jetties, railway or railroad track ties, or telephone and utility 
poles, for example. There is also widespread use in timber home construction, 
where the characteristic of this style is the use of timber that is generally greater 
than 5 inches in size. In some applications, the timber may be left in its natural 
state including tree bark for design or aesthetic reasons. 

Other uses of timber include landscape timbers for retaining walls or other 
decorative purposes, and boat timbers, for cases where wooden boat 
construction is still valued. 

Paper and Pulp 

A wide variety of paper products are created using pulpwood from timber. 
Paper for books, magazines, newspapers, and other printed items like brochures, 
flyers, and marketing materials, as well as copy paper, envelope paper, kraft 
paper, parchment paper, packaging paper, and photographic paper all are 
ultimately derived from timber. 

Other Uses 

Timber also finds use in the creation of textile products such as rayon. The oils 
and other extracts from timber are used in the creation of products 
including paints, resins, and gum. Timber of lower grades is also used for the 
creation of wooden boxes and crates for shipping and storage. 

Summary 



Timber is a valued natural resource that serves directly as a material for use in 
construction, paper manufacturing, specialty wood products such as furniture, 
and as a fuel source. To explore other topics, consult our additional guides or 
visit the Thomas Supplier Discovery Platform to locate potential sources of 
supply or view details on specific products. 

 

 

  



2.2.3 Deforestation 

1. Forest are burned or cut for clearing of land for agriculture ,harvesting for 
wood and timber , development and expansion of cities .These economic 
gains are short term where as long term effects of deforestation are 
irreversible 

2. Deforestation rate is relatively low in temperate countries than in tropics If 
present rate of deforestation continues we may losses 90% tropical forest in 
coming six decades 

3. For ecological balance 33% area should be under forest cover but our nation 
has only 20.6% forest cover. 

 

2.2.3.1 Causes of deforestation 

Forest area in some developed area has expanded. However in developing 
countries area under forest is showing declining trend particularly in tropical 
region. Main causes of deforestation are: 

a) Shifting cultivation or jhum cultivation 
This practise is prevalent in tribal areas where forest lands are cleared to 
grow subsistence crops. It is estimated that principle cause of 
deforestation in tropics in Africa, Asia and tropical America is estimated 
to be 70, 50, and 35% respectively. Shifting cultivation which is a 
practice of slash and burn agriculture are posses to clear more than 5 lakh 
hectares of land annually. In India, shifting cultivation is prevalent in 
northeast and to limited extent in M.P, Bihar and Andhra Pradesh and is 
contributing significantly to deforestation. 
 
b) Commercial logging 
It is a important deforestation agent. It may not be the primary cause but 
definitely it acts as secondary cause, because new logging lots permits 
shifting cultivation and fuel wood gatherers access to new logged areas. 
 
c) Need for fuel wood 
Increased population has lead to increasing demand for fuel wood which 
is also acting as an important deforestation agent, particularly in dry 
forest. 
 
d) Expansion for agribusiness 



With the addition of cash crops such as oil palm, rubber, fruits and 
ornamental plants, there is stress to expand the area for agribusiness 
products which results in deforestation. 
 
e) Development projects and growing need for food 
The growing demand for electricity, irrigation, construction, mining, etc. 
has lead to destruction of forest. Increased population needs more food 
which has compelled for increasing area under agriculture crops 
compelling for deforestation. 
 
f) Raw materials for industrial use 

Forest provides raw material for industry and it has exerted tremendous pressure 
on forest. Increasing demand for plywood for backing has exerted pressure on 
cutting of other species such as fir to be used as backing material for apple in 
J&K and tea in northeast states. 
 
2.2.3.2 Major effects of deforestation 

Deforestation adversely and directly affects and damages the environment 
and living beings .Major causes of deforestation are: 

 Soil erosion and loss of soil fertility 
 Decrease of rain fall due to affect of hydrological cycle 
 Expansion of deserts 
 Climate change and depletion of water table 
 Loss of biodiversity ,flora and fauna 
 Environmental changes and disturbance in forest ecosystems 
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Water is an indispensable resource for life on earth. Approximately 70.8 % surface of
earth is covered with water in the form of oceans. Out of this, about 97% is not fit for
human consumption, about 2% is locked as a glacier and only less than 1% available
as fresh water that can be used for human consumption and other uses.
 
Ours is a water planet, and water is a precondition for the Earth to be a Living
Planet. Water is an inorganic compound pervading most of the Earth defining
the Living Planet.
 
Water resources are the sources of water that are useful or potentially useful.
 
Uses of water include agricultural, industrial, household, recreational and
environmental activities.
 
All living things require water to grow and reproduce.











 
Water is a very important source and essential for life
because it has very unique characteristic such as:

 
1. Water exists as liquid over a wide range of temperature
0-1000C with highest specific heat and latent heat of
vaporization.
 
2. Water is excellent solvent and act as carrier of nutrient
and helps to distribute them to the cells in the body,
regulates the body temperature and support structure and
can dissolve various pollutant and can act as carrier of large
number of microorganisms
 
3. It is responsible for hydrological cycle which acts as
resource of water to the earth. It is estimated that about 1.4
inch thick layer of water evaporates and majority of water
returns to earth through hydrological cycle.
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Only 3% of the Earth's water is fresh water. Most of it is in icecaps and glaciers (69%) and
groundwater (30%), while all lakes, rivers and swamps combined only account for a small
fraction (0.3%) of the Earth's total freshwater reserves.









97% of the water on the Earth is salt water and only three percent
is fresh water; slightly over two thirds of this is frozen
in glaciers and polar ice caps.
 

The remaining unfrozen freshwater is found mainly as groundwater,
with only a small fraction present above ground or in the air.
 
Fresh water is a renewable resource, yet the world's supply
of groundwater is steadily decreasing, with depletion occurring
most prominently in Asia, South America and North America.



Where and in what forms is water available
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The world’s water exists naturally in different forms and locations: in the air, on the surface, below the ground, and in the
oceans.
Freshwater accounts for only 2.5% of the Earth’s water, and most of it is frozen in glaciers and ice caps. The remaining
unfrozen freshwater is mainly found as groundwater, with only a small fraction present above ground or in the air.
Looking at how water moves through the Earth’s water cycle helps us understand how it interacts with the environment
and how much is available for human use. 
2.1 Precipitation – rain, snow, dew etc. – plays the key role in renewing water resources and in defining local climatic
conditions and biodiversity. Depending on the local conditions, precipitation may feed rivers and lakes,
replenish groundwater, or return to the air by evaporation. 
 
2.2 Glaciers store water as snow and ice, releasing varying amounts of water into local streams depending on the
season. But many are shrinking as a result of climate change. River basins are a useful “natural unit” for the
management of water resources and many of them are shared by more than one country. The largest river basins
include the Amazon and Congo Zaire basins. River flows can vary greatly from one season to the next and from one
climatic region to another. Because lakes store large amounts of water, they can reduce seasonal differences in how
much water flows in rivers and streams.
Wetlands – including swamps, bogs, marshes, and lagoons – cover 6% of the worlds land surface and play a key role in
local ecosystems and water resources. Many of them have been destroyed, but the remaining wetlands can still play an
important role in preventing floods and promoting river flows. 
 
2.3 Of the freshwater which is not frozen, almost all is found below the surface as groundwater . Generally of high quality,
groundwater is being withdrawn mostly to supply drinking water and support farming in dry climates. The resource is
considered renewable as long as groundwater is not withdrawn faster than nature can replenish it, but in many dry
regions the groundwater does not renew itself or only very slowly. 
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Freshwater is an essential resource for human life, the economy and the
environment. Virtually every economic sector from agriculture, power
generation and manufacturing to beverage, apparel and tourism, relies on
freshwater to sustain its business. Yet water is becoming increasingly
scarce globally and every indication points to it becoming even more so in
the future.
 
Fresh water is a renewable resource, yet the world's supply of clean, fresh
water is steadily decreasing.
 
Water demand already exceeds supply in many parts of the world and as
the world population continues to rise, so too does the water demand.

 



Uses of FreshwatersUses of Freshwaters

Fresh water uses

Agricultural: The
69% of water is use
for irrigation all over
the world.
Aquaculture is a
small but growing
agricultural use of
water.

Industrial: The 15%
of water is use for
industrial activities.
Many large scale
industrial processes,
such as
hydroelectric dams,
 which use water for
cooling
thermoelectric
power production,
oil refining, fertilizer
production, and
other chemical
plant use, and
natural gas
extraction from
shale rock

Household/
Domestic: The 15%
of water is use for
household.
Household uses are:
Drinking Bathing
Water Cooking
Sanitation
Gardening
 

Recreational:
Recreational water
has a small use.
Recreational use is
mostly needed for
reservoirs. This type
of use of water is
specific for places
and good times.

Environmental
water has a small

use. Environmental
water is use mostly

for: Artificial
wetlands Artificial

lakes This is to
create a wildlife

habitat.
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Water resources are used for agricultural, industrial, domestic, recreational, and environmental
activities. Majority of the uses require fresh water.
However, about 97 percent of water found on the earth is salt water and only three percent is fresh
water. A little over two-thirds of the available fresh water is frozen in glaciers and polar ice caps.
The remaining freshwater is found mainly as groundwater and a negligible portion of it is present
on the ground or in the air.
Following is a brief account of how water is used in different sectors.
 
Agricultural Use:
Agriculture accounts for 69 percent of all water consumption basically in agricultural economies
like India. Agriculture, therefore, is the largest consumer of the Earth’s available freshwater.
By 2050, the global water demand of agriculture is estimated to increase by a further 19% due to
irrigational needs. Expanding irrigation needs are likely to put undue pressure on water storage. It
is still inconclusive whether further expansion of irrigation, as well as additional water withdrawals
from rivers and groundwater, will be possible in future.
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Industrial Use
 

Water is the lifeblood of the industry. It is used as a raw material coolant, a
solvent, a transport agent, and as a source of energy. Manufacturing industries
account for a considerable share in the total industrial water consumption.
Besides, paper and allied products, chemicals and primary metals are major
industrial users of water.
Worldwide, the industry accounts for 19 percent of total consumption. In
industrialized countries, however, industries use more than half of the water
available for human use.

 
Domestic Use

 
It includes drinking, cleaning, personal hygiene, garden care, cooking, washing of
clothes, dishes, vehicles, etc. Since the end of World War II there has been a
trend of people moving out of the countryside to the ever-expanding cities. This
trend has important implications on our water resources.
Government and communities have had to start building large water-supply
systems to deliver water to new populations and industries. Of all water
consumption in the world, domestic use accounts for about 12 percent.
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Use for Hydropower Generation
 
Electricity produced from water is hydropower. Hydropower is the leading
renewable source of electricity in the world. It accounts for about 16 percent of
total electricity generation globally. There are many opportunities for
hydropower development throughout the world.
Today, the leading hydropower generating countries are China, the US, Brazil,
Canada, India, and Russia.

 
Use for Navigation and Recreation

 
Navigable waterways are defined as watercourses that have been or may be
used for transport of interstate or foreign commerce. Agricultural and
commercial goods are moved on water on a large scale in a number of regions
in the world.
Water is also used for recreational purposes such as boating, swimming, and
sporting activities. These uses affect the quality of water and pollute it. Highest
priority should be given to public health and drinking water quality while
permitting such activities in reservoirs, lakes, and rivers.
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Water scarcity has become a burning global issue. The UN has held
several conventions on water in recent decades. Continuous
overutilization of surface and ground water has led to virtual water
scarcity in the world today.

 
The depleting sources for high growth in human population over the
centuries and increased man-induced water pollution across the
world have created unforeseen water scarcity around the globe. As
a result, there has been continuous overutilization of the existing
water sources due to mammoth growth in world population.

 
Groundwater is the major source of water in many parts of the
world. However, there has been continuous depletion of this source
due to its overexploitation by rising human population and the rapid
rise in industrialization and urbanization in modern times.
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The ways in which freshwater resources are used, particularly for agriculture, leave much
to be desired.
In some places, these resources are overused in the sense that use exceeds renewable
supply rates, and so cannot be indefinitely continued; elsewhere, wasteful overuse in one
area deprives users in other areas, leading to falls in agricultural production and loss of
jobs.
Misuse occurs where clean water is abstracted and returned to the water system in an
unusable state.
Used irrigation water is often contaminated with salts, pesticides and herbicides. Industry
and urban centres also return contaminated water to both surface and underground water
resources.
Dried-up rivers are a good example of the overuse of freshwater resources. Overuse in
one place means deprivation in another. The flat fertile deltas of many rivers were once
centres of high agricultural production. Where the rivers no longer flow, water for irrigation
becomes unavailable, farmers go out of business and local production fails.
The causes are usually upstream development. Logging, road building and upstream
agriculture often increase soil erosion, resulting in increased sedimentation. This leads to
flooding in mid-stream areas and reduced water flows downstream. Sedimentation is also
clogging the world's major water reservoirs, currently estimated to hold about 6000 km3
of water. About one percent of this - the equivalent of 60 km3 - is now being lost annually
through sedimentation.
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Irrigated agriculture has a significant impact on the environment. Abstraction of irrigation
water from rivers and lakes can jeopardize aquatic ecosystems such as wetlands, leading
to losses in their productivity and biodiversity. This has important implications for human
populations that once depended on the major inland fisheries that such areas previously
supported and on the natural filtering action of wetlands which have historically been
responsible for cleaning up much of the world's wastewater. Where wetlands have been
eliminated in the name of irrigation, the results have usually been regretted.
 
The agricultural chemicals used in irrigated farming often contaminate surface runoff and
groundwater. Potassium and nitrogen from fertilizer applications on both rain fed and
irrigated land may be washed into groundwater or surface water where they can lead to
algal blooms and eutrophication.
 
Irrigation can also concentrate naturally-occurring salts in the water, which then
accompany return flows to groundwater or to surface streams and rivers. Irrigation in arid
regions can also leach naturally-occurring toxic elements such as selenium from soils
and into surface water and groundwater. Overirrigation can lead to waterlogging which
reduces yields substantially.
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Many countries are already using more water than their renewable supply, and are in a
water-deficit situation. Water deficits are created mainly by exploiting groundwater faster
than it is replenished. This is in effect the mining of a natural resource, and some arid
countries rely substantially on such mined resources, particularly for irrigation. This is a
non-sustainable use of resources which cannot be continued far into the future.
 
The overuse of groundwater as a resource for food production has serious implications.
Aquifers have been overexploited in many countries. Estimates of annual depletion in the
major water-deficit countries add up to about 160 km3. This suggests that about 180
million tonnes of grain, or some 10 percent of the global harvest, are being produced by
depleting water resources. Ironically, an equal or greater amount of food production is
under threat from rising groundwater tables in places where irrigation is used but drainage
is inadequate.
 
Overuse of limited water resources is exacerbated by waste, which occurs at almost
every point at which humans interfere with the natural water cycle. Irrigation is notoriously
wasteful: water is wasted at almost every point in the cycle, from the leaking canals that
are used to supply irrigation water to the huge volumes of water that fall uselessly on soil
where there are no crops or which are in excess of the uptake required by the crop.
Improving irrigation efficiency - currently less than 40 percent - is a key goal for the future.
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Water scarcity now becomes an important topic in international
diplomacy. From village to the United Nations, water scarcity is a widely-
discussed topic in decision making.
 
Nearly three billion people in the world suffer from water scarcity.
International, intrastate and regional rivalries on water are not new to
world. The ongoing Jordan River conflict, Nile River conflict, and Aral Sea
conflict are cases in point. The intra-state issues such as Cauvery Water
dispute in South India, 2000 Cochabamba protests in Bolivia is still a
simmering cauldron causing periodic tension at the national and
regional levels.
 
According to World Health Organization (WHO) sources, a combination
of rising global population, economic growth and climate change means
that by 2050 five billion (52%) of the world’s projected 9.7 billion people
will live in areas where fresh water supply is under pressure.
Researchers expect about 1 billion more people to be living in areas
where water demand exceeds surface-water supply.
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Scientists, environmentalists, and biologists worldwide are now
alarmed that climate change can have an impact on the drainage
pattern and hydrological cycle on the earth thereby severely
affecting the surface and groundwater availability.
Climate change is believed to rise the global temperature at an
increasing pace. Temperature increase affects the hydrological
cycle by directly increasing evaporation of available surface water
and vegetation transpiration.
As a result, precipitation amount, timing and intensity rates are
largely affected. It impacts the flux and storage of water in surface
and subsurface reservoirs.
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These are some problems associated with overutilization of water:
 

Fresh Water Crisis: On global scale water availability is not a problem itself, but it’s
availability in right form, right time and right place is a problem. Irregularities in
duration and intensity of rainfall cause floods and droughts. Due to increased
demands overuse of groundwater for drinking, irrigation and domestic purposes
has led to rapid depletion of groundwater in various regions leading to lowering of
water table.
 
Pollution of many of the groundwater aquifers has made them unfit for
consumption. Rivers and streams have long been used for discharging the wastes.
Due to industrialization, river water are being polluted because industrial residues
are pushed into the river .Civilizations have grown and flourished on the banks of
rivers, but being over populated due to fast growth are polluting the natural
resources of water.
 
 













Increased Water Scarcity and Drought Under Climate Change:
Climate change may affect both the long-term availability and the short term
variability of water resources in many regions. Potential impacts of climate change
include increased frequency and magnitude of droughts and floods and long-term
changes in mean renewable water supplies. These can occur through changes in
precipitation, temperature, humidity, wind intensity, duration of accumulated
snowpack, nature and extent of vegetation, soil moisture, and runoff.
 
Agricultural production is inextricably tied to the climate, making it one of the most
climate-sensitive of all economic sectors. Crop yield and water use, as well as soil
health are directly affected by a changing climate. Climate-related threats to
agricultural production include risks such as reduced yields, increased crop water
demand and decreased water availability for agriculture.
 
Water Scarcity Is Not Only a Local Problem, It Can Endanger Food Security and
Economic Stability Globally
Although water scarcity is a local issue in the sense that it is more acutely felt in the
river basins in which it occurs, it is also a global issue because it threatens food
security and economic stability everywhere due to the global nature of the agricultural
commodity trade.









The impact of hydrological extremes, for instance droughts, can affect economic activities and
ecological systems that depend on the availability of water. For example, lack of water can often
result in losses in both crop yields and livestock production. Production losses, combined with
changes in demand for products and water by different economic sectors, may lead to local
shortages of certain goods, and thus result in a need to import these goods from other regions.
However, the availability of these imports, particularly those that rely on water, can be at risk
considering that production of many commodities is potentially sensitive to local hydrological
extremes and global climate change.

 
Agricultural activities are influenced significantly by climate. In addition to extreme weather
conditions such as increased floods and/or droughts, global climate change causes lower and
more unstable rainfall combined with increased temperature, thus resulting in higher evaporation
and water demand.
 
Since the agricultural sector consumes most of the freshwater resources in the world, there is a
strong concern over the impacts of climate change on water resources and agricultural
production in the future. An increase in temperatures could also lead to a net deficit in
atmospheric water content, thus excessive evaporation from soil, water and plant surfaces would
occur. Consequently, land ecosystems would require more water to match increased water
demand in order to prevent drought.
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Due to over-exploitation, the groundwater availability and
quality will be affected.
 
About 9.86% of the total fresh water resources are in the form of
groundwater and it is about 35-50 times that of surface water
supplies.
 
Effects of extensive and reckless groundwater usage:

Subsidence
Lowering of water table
Water logging
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Meeting a continuous and ever increasing demand for water requires efforts to compensate for natural
variability, and to improve the quality and quantity available. 
 
Rainwater has been collected for thousands of years in many parts of the world. Today, this technique is used in
Asia to replenish underground supplies. It is relatively inexpensive and has the advantage of allowing local
communities to develop and maintain the required structures themselves.
Diverting surface water into the ground can help reduce losses from evaporation, compensate for variations in
flow, and improve quality. Middle East and Mediterranean regions are applying this strategy.
Dams and reservoirs have been built to store water for irrigation and drinking. Moreover dams can provide
power and help control floods, but they can also bring about undesirable social and environmental impacts.
Transferring water between river basins can also help alleviate shortages. China, for instance, already has major
interbasin links, and is planning more. The impact of these projects on people and the environment must be
monitored closely.
Wastewater is now reused for different purposes in many countries, especially in the Middle East, and this
practice is expected to grow. Worldwide, non-potable water is used for irrigation and industrial cooling. Cities
are also turning to water re-use to supplement drinking water supplies, taking advantage of progress in water
treatment.
Desalinated water – seawater and other salty water that has been turned into freshwater – is used by cities and
by industries, especially in the Middle East. The cost of this technique has dropped sharply, but it relies heavily
on energy from fossil fuels and hence raises waste management and climate change issues.
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Dams are a kind of barrier which aims to restrict or
stop the natural flow of water. According to World
Commission on Dam Report -2001 there are 45000
large dams spread over 140 countries. Dams provide
a range of economic, environmental, and social
benefits, including recreation, flood control, water
supply, hydroelectric power, waste management,
river navigation, irrigation purposes, the creation of
habitats for the local flora and fauna etc.
Even though they can provide many benefits, the
construction of dams also implies serious problems.
The pros and cons of dams are listed out below:

 
 





















Major benefits of dams:
 
Hydroelectricity generation
Year round water supply to ensure higher
productivity
Equal water distribution by transferring water
from area of excess to area of deficit
Helps flood control and protects soil from
erosion
Assure irrigation during dry periods
River valley projects provide inland water
navigation ,employment opportunities and can
be used to develop fish hatcheries and
nurseries
River valley projects have tremendous potential
for economic upliftment and will help to raise
the standard of living and can help to improve
the quality of life
Recreational facilities such as Boating, skiing,
camping, picnic areas etc.
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Although dams have proved very useful over the centuries but recent past big dams has
created lot of human as well as environmental issues
 

Submergence of large areas may lead to loss of fertile soil and displacement of tribal
people
Salt left behind due to evaporation increase the salinity of river water and makes it
unusable when reaches down stream
Siltation and sedimentation of reservoirs not only makes dams use less but also is
responsible for loss of valuable nutrients
Loss of non-forest land leads to loss of flora and fauna
Changes in fisheries and the spawning grounds
Stagnation and water logging near reservoir leads to breeding of vectors and spread
of vector-borne diseases
Growth of aquatic weeds may lead to microclimatic changes.



Various Pros and Cons of DamsVarious Pros and Cons of Dams
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•Greenhouse gas emissions
The reservoirs of power plants in tropical regions may produce substantial amounts of methane, carbon di

oxide. This is due to plant material in flooded areas decaying in an anaerobic environment, and forming
methane, a very potent greenhouse gas.
 
•Soil Erosion
One of the first problems with dams is the erosion of land. Dams hold back the sediment load normally found

in a river flow, depriving the downstream of this. In order to make up for the sediments, the downstream water
erodes its channels and banks. This lowering of the riverbed threatens vegetation and river wildlife. One of the
reasons dams are built is to prevent flooding. However, most ecosystems which experience flooding are
adapted to this and many animal species depend on the floods for various lifecycle stages, such as
reproduction and hatching. Annual floods also deposit nutrients and replenish wetlands.
 
Species Extinction
As fisheries become an increasingly important source of food supply, more attention is being paid to the

harmful effects of dams on many fish and marine mammal populations. The vast majority of large dams do
not include proper bypass systems for these animals, interfering with their lifecycles and sometimes even
forcing species to extinction.
 
Changes to Earth's Rotation
NASA geophysicist Dr. Benjamin Fong Chao have found evidence that large dams cause changes to the earth's

rotation, because of the shift of water weight from oceans to reservoirs. Because of the number of dams which
have been built, the Earth's daily rotation has apparently sped up by eight-millionths of a second since the
1950s. Chao said it is the first time human activity has been shown to have a measurable effect on the Earth's
rotation.
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Floods and droughts are two well-known
natural hazards in the world. The former is
due to excess in water flow and the latter is
due to scarcity of water.
The amount of rainfall received by an area
varies from one place to another depending
on the location of the place. In some
places it rains almost throughout the year
whereas in other places it might rain for
only few days. India records most of its
rainfall in the monsoon season.
Heavy rains lead to rise in the water level of
rivers, seas, and oceans. Water gets
accumulated in the coastal areas, which
results in floods. Floods bring in extensive
damage to crops, domestic animals,
property and human life. During floods,
many animals get carried away by the force
of water and eventually die.
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Droughts set in when a particular region goes without rain for a long period
of time. In the meantime, the soil will continuously lose groundwater by
the process of evaporation and transpiration. Since this water is not
brought back to earth in the form of rains, the soil becomes very dry.
The level of water in the ponds and rivers goes down and in some cases
water bodies get dried up completely. Ground water becomes scarce and
this leads to droughts. In drought conditions, it is very difficult to get food
and fodder for the survival. Life gets difficult and many animals perish in
such conditions.
Frequent floods and droughts are mostly due to climate change and global
warming. Various environmental organizations world over are of the view
that climate change is a long-term change in weather patterns, either in
average weather conditions or in the distribution of extreme weather
events.
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Floods are the most frequent type of natural disaster and occur when an overflow of water submerges land that is usually dry. Floods are
often caused by heavy rainfall, rapid snowmelt or a storm surge from a tropical cyclone or tsunami in coastal areas.
 
Floods can cause widespread devastation, resulting in loss of life and damages to personal property and critical public health infrastructure.
Between 1998-2017, floods affected more than 2 billion people worldwide. People who live in floodplains or non-resistant buildings, or
lack warning systems and awareness of flooding hazard, are most vulnerable to floods (WHO).
 
Human changes to the environment often increase the intensity and frequency of flooding, for example land use changes such as
deforestation and removal of wetlands, changes in waterway course such as with levees, and larger environmental issues such as climate
change and sea level rise.
 
Floods are considered second only to wildfires as the most common natural disaster on Earth.
 
Flooding may occur as an overflow of water from water bodies, such as a river, lake, or ocean, in which the water overtops or breaks levees,
resulting in some of that water escaping its usual boundaries,[2] or it may occur due to an accumulation of rainwater on saturated ground
in an areal flood. While the size of a lake or other body of water will vary with seasonal changes in precipitation and snow melt, these
changes in size are unlikely to be considered significant unless they flood property or drown domestic animals.
 
Floods can also occur in rivers when the flow rate exceeds the capacity of the river channel, particularly at bends or meanders in the
waterway. Floods often cause damage to homes and businesses if they are in the natural flood plains of rivers. While riverine flood damage
can be eliminated by moving away from rivers and other bodies of water, people have traditionally lived and worked by rivers because the
land is usually flat and fertile and because rivers provide easy travel and access to commerce and industry.
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There are 3 common types of floods:
Flash floods are caused by rapid and excessive rainfall that raises
water heights quickly, and rivers, streams, channels or roads may be
overtaken.
River floods are caused when consistent rain or snow melt forces a
river to exceed capacity. 
Coastal floods are caused by storm surges associated with tropical
cyclones and tsunami.
 

According to their duration flood can be divided into different categories:
•Slow-Onset Floods: Slow Onset Floods usually last for a relatively
longer period, it may last for one or more peeks, or even months.
•Rapid-Onset Floods: Rapid1Onset Floods last for a relatively shorter
period, they usually last for one or two days only.
•Flash Floods: Flash Floods may occur within minutes or a fe1w hours
after heavy rainfall, tropical storm, failure of dams or levees or releases
of ice dams. And it causes the greatest damages to society.
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Human Loss
Property Loss
Affects the Major Roads
Disruption of Air / Train / Bus services
Spread of Water-borne Communicable Diseases e.g.
Malaria, Dengue, Chikungunya
Communication Breakdown
Electricity Supply Cut off
Economic and Social Disruption
Increase in Air / Water Pollution
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A drought is a period of time when an area or region experiences below-
normal precipitation. The lack of adequate precipitation, either rain or snow, can
cause reduced soil moisture or groundwater, diminished stream flow, crop damage,
and a general water shortage. Droughts are the second-most costly weather events
after hurricanes.
 
Unlike with sudden weather events such as hurricanes, tornadoes, and
thunderstorms, it is often difficult to pinpoint when a drought has started or when it
has ended. The initial effects of a drought may be difficult to identify right away, so
it may take weeks or months to determine that a drought has started. The end of a
drought is hard to identify for the same reason. A drought may last for weeks,
months, or even years. Sometimes, drought conditions can exist for a decade or
more in a region. The longer a drought lasts, the greater the harmful effects it has
on people.
 
Droughts affect people in a several ways. Access to clean drinking water is
essential for all life, and sources of water may dwindle during a drought. Without the
presence of water, people must bring in enough water from elsewhere to survive.
Water is also needed for crops to grow. When not enough precipitation falls to
naturally water crops, they must be watered by irrigation. Irrigation is possible only
when there is enough water in nearby rivers, lakes, or streams, or from groundwater.
During a drought, these water sources are diminished and may even dry up,
preventing crops from being irrigated and causing them to die off.
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Natural / Physical causes:

-Weather: increased amount of anticyclone weather (hot + dry) means air holds
less moisture so you get less rain
-Global warming: weather patterns change (e.g. Sahel is becoming hotter + drier)
-Hotter weather = more evaporation than precipitation
-El Nino: random weather event that reverses normal weather patterns (e.g.
Australia has years of drought + then years of flood)
 

Human causes:
-Overpopulation: too many people living in an area using too much water
-Overcultivation: planting too many crops which use up too much water
-Overextraction: removing too much water from wells so they dry up
-Deforestation: cutting down trees which otherwise store water + hold soil
together
-Politics: fighting over water, or companies being greedy + taking too much
water to then sell on
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Drought affects all parts of our environment and our communities. The many different drought impacts are often
grouped as “economic,” “environmental,” and “social” impacts. All of these impacts must be considered in planning
for and responding to drought conditions. Let's take a closer look at all kinds of drought impacts.
 
Economic impacts
Economic impacts are those impacts of drought that cost people (or businesses) money. Here are
just a few different examples of economic impacts: 

Farmers may lose money if a drought destroys their crops.
If a farmer's water supply is too low, the farmer may have to spend more money on irrigation or to
drill new wells.
Ranchers may have to spend more money on feed and water for their animals.
Businesses that depend on farming, like companies that make tractors and food, may lose
business when drought damages crops or livestock.
People who work in the timber industry may be affected when wildfires destroy stands of timber.
Businesses that sell boats and fishing equipment may not be able to sell some of their goods
because drought has dried up lakes and other water sources.
Power companies that normally rely on hydroelectric power (electricity that's created from the
energy of running water) may have to spend more money on other fuel sources if drought dries up
too much of the water supply. The power companies' customers would also have to pay more.
Water companies may have to spend money on new or additional water supplies.
Barges and ships may have difficulty navigating streams, rivers, and canals because of low water
levels, which would also affect businesses that depend on water transportation for receiving or
sending goods and materials.
People might have to pay more for food. 
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Drought also affects the environment in many different ways. Plants and animals depend on
water, just like people. When a drought occurs, their food supply can shrink and their habitat can
be damaged. Sometimes the damage is only temporary and their habitat and food supply return
to normal when the drought is over. But sometimes drought's impact on the environment can last
a long time, maybe forever. Examples of environmental impacts include: 
Losses or destruction of fish and wildlife habitat
Lack of food and drinking water for wild animals
Increase in disease in wild animals, because of reduced food and water supplies
Migration of wildlife
Increased stress on endangered species or even extinction
Lower water levels in reservoirs, lakes, and ponds
Loss of wetlands
More wildfires
Wind and water erosion of soils
Poor soil quality
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Social impacts of drought are ways that drought affects people’s health and safety.
Social impacts include public safety, health, conflicts between people when there isn't
enough water to go around, and changes in lifestyle. Examples of social impacts
include:
Anxiety or depression about economic losses caused by drought
Health problems related to low water flows and poor water quality
Health problems related to dust
Loss of human life
Threat to public safety from an increased number of forest and range fires
Reduced incomes
People may have to move from farms into cities, or from one city to another
Fewer recreational activities
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CLIMATE CHANGE 

Climate change refers to a change in the state of the climate that can be identified (e.g., by 
using statistical tests) by changes in the mean and/or the variability of its properties and that 
persists for an extended period, typically decades or longer. Climate change may be due to 
natural internal processes or external forcings such as modulations of the solar cycles, 
volcanic eruptions and persistent anthropogenic changes in the composition of 
the atmosphere or in land use. 

The Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), in its Article 1, defines climate 
change as: ‘a change of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity 
that alters the composition of the global atmosphere and which is in addition to natural 
climate variability observed over comparable time periods.’ 

The average temperature in many regions has been increasing in recent decades. The global 
average surface temperature has increased by 0.6° + 0.2° C over the last century. In some 
regions, such as parts of Asia and Africa, the frequency and intensity of droughts have been 
observed to increase in recent decades. Episodes of El Niño, which creates great storms, have 
been more frequent, persistent and intense since mid-1970s compared with the previous 100 
years. All these are signs that the earth is sick. Its climate is changing, making it more 
difficult for mankind to survive. The earth is losing its ability to balance itself due to the 
imbalances created by human activities.  

Climatologists of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) have reviewed the 
results of several experiments in order to estimate changes in climate in the course of this 
century. These studies have shown that  

 In the near future, the global mean surface temperature will rise by 1.4° to 5.8°C.  

 Warming will be greatest over land areas, and at high latitudes.  

 The projected rate of warming is greater than has occurred in the last 10,000 years.  

 The frequency of weather extremes is likely to increase leading to floods or drought.  

 There will be fewer cold spells but more heat waves.  

 The frequency and intensity of El Niño is likely to increase.  

 Global mean sea level is projected to rise by 9 to 88 cm by the year 2100.  

 Fresh water supplies may be seriously affected, reducing the availability of clean 
water for drinking and washing during drought as well as floods 

 Water can be contaminated and sewage systems may be damaged.  

 The risk of spread of infectious diseases such as diarrhoeal diseases will increase.  

 Food production will be seriously reduced in vulnerable regions directly and also 
indirectly through an increase in pests and plant or animal diseases.  

 The local reduction in food production would lead to starvation and malnutrition with 
long-term health consequences, especially for children.  

 Food and water shortages may lead to conflicts in vulnerable regions, with serious 
implications for public health.  



 Climate change related impacts on human health could lead to displacement of a large 
number of people, creating environmental refugees and lead to further health issues. 

 Changes in climate may affect the distribution of vector species (e.g. mosquitoes) 
which in turn will increase the spread of disease, such as malaria and filariasis, to new 
areas which lack a strong public health infrastructure.  

 The seasonal transmission and distribution of many diseases that are transmitted by 
mosquitoes (dengue, yellow fever) and by ticks (Lyme disease, tickborne 
encephalitis) may spread due to climate change. 

 More than half of the world’s population now lives within 60km of the sea. They are 
likely to be seriously impacted by an ingress of salt water and by the rising sea.  

 Human societies will be seriously affected by extremes of climate such as droughts 
and floods. 

Hence, the changing climate would bring about changes in the frequency and/or intensity of 
these extremes.  

GLOBAL WARMING: Global warming is the long-term heating of Earth's climate system 
observed since the pre-industrial period (between 1850 and 1900) due to human activities, 
primarily fossil fuel burning, which increases heat-trapping greenhouse gas levels in Earth's 
atmosphere.  

About 75% of the solar energy reaching the Earth is absorbed on the earth’s surface which 
increases its temperature. The rest of the heat radiates back to the atmosphere. Some of the 
heat is trapped by greenhouse gases, mostly carbon dioxide. As carbon dioxide is released by 
various human activities, it is rapidly increasing. This is causing global warming. 

Causes of Global Warming: Specifically, gases released primarily by the burning of fossil 
fuels and the tiny particles produced by incomplete burning trap the sun’s energy in the 
atmosphere. These gases are called “greenhouse gases” (GHGs) because they act like the 
wrong way reflective glass in our global greenhouse. 

The most common and most talked about greenhouse gases is CO2 or carbon dioxide. In fact, 
because it is so common, scientists use it as the benchmark or measure of things that warm 
the atmosphere. 

Methane, another important GHG, for example, is 28-36 times as warming as CO2 when in 
the upper atmosphere (USEPA GWP – Global Warming Potential – estimate over 100 years), 
therefore, 1 ton of methane = 28-36 tons eCO2 or CO2 equivalents. 

The most commonly discussed GHGs are: 

1. CO2 or carbon dioxide is produced any time something is burned. It is the most common 
GHG, constituting by some measures almost 55% of total long-term GHGs. It is used as a 
marker by the United States Environmental Protection Agency, for example, because of its 
ubiquity. Carbon dioxide is assigned a GWP or Global Warming Potential of 1. 



2. Methane or CH4 is produced in many combustion processes and also by anaerobic 
decomposition, for example, in flooded rice paddies, pig and cow stomachs, and pig manure 
ponds. Methane breaks down in approximately 10 years, but is a precursor of ozone, itself an 
important GHG. CH4 has a GWP of 28-36. 

3. Nitrous oxide (laughing gas), NO/N2O or simply NOx is a byproduct of fertilizer 
production and use, other industrial processes and the combustion of certain materials. 
Nitrous oxide lasts a very long time in the atmosphere, but at the 100 year point of 
comparison to CO2, its GWP is 265-298. 

4. Fluorinated gases were created as replacements for ozone depleting refrigerants, but have 
proved to be both extremely long lasting and extremely warming GHGs. They have no 
natural sources, but are entirely man-made. At the 100 year point of comparison, their GWPs 
range from 1,800 to 8,000 and some variants top 10,000. 

 Sulphur hexafluoride or SF6 is used for specialized medical procedures, but 
primarily in what are called dielectric materials, especially dielectric liquids. These are used 
as insulators in high voltage applications such as transformers and grid switching gear. SF6 
will last thousands of years in the upper atmosphere and has a GWP of 22,800. 

  

(Source: US Environmental Protection Agency ) 

 

Human activities contribute to global warming by increasing the greenhouse effect. The 
greenhouse effect happens when certain gases—known as greenhouse gases—collect in 



Earth’s atmosphere. These gases, which occur naturally in the atmosphere, include carbon 
dioxide, methane, nitrogen oxide, and fluorinated gases sometimes known as 
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). 

Effects:  

Similar as in Climate Change section. 

Control Measures of Global Warming 

1. Fossil fuel be used in industries to limited extent so that emission of green house gases is 
reduced. 

2. Afforestation/Tree plantation be encouraged . Trees like cordia myxa be planted more 
because they act as inks for carbon dioxide. 

3. Limited use of Nitrogen fertilizers .  

4. Chlorofluorocarbons be replaced by Hydro chlorofluorocarbons etc.. 

GREEN HOUSE EFFECT 

Identified by scientists as far back as 1896, the greenhouse effect is the natural warming of 
the earth that results when gases in the atmosphere trap heat from the sun that would 
otherwise escape into space. 

The greenhouse effect is a good thing. It warms the planet to its comfortable average of 59 
degrees Fahrenheit (15 degrees Celsius) and keeps life on earth, well, livable. Without it the 
world would be a frozen, uninhabitable place, more like Mars. The problem is, mankind’s 
voracious burning of fossil fuels for energy is artificially amplifying the natural greenhouse 
effect. 

What Causes the Greenhouse Effect? 

Sunlight makes the earth habitable. While 30 percent of the solar energy that reaches our 
world is reflected back to space, approximately 70 percent passes through the atmosphere to 
the earth’s surface, where it is absorbed by the land, oceans, and atmosphere, and heats the 
planet. This heat is then radiated back up in the form of invisible infrared light. While some 
of this infrared light continues on into space, the vast majority—indeed, some 90 percent—
gets absorbed by atmospheric gases, known as greenhouse gases, and redirected back toward 
the earth, causing further warming. 

For most of the past 800,000 years—much longer than human civilization has existed—the 
concentration of greenhouse gases in our atmosphere was between about 200 and 280 parts 
per million. (In other words, there were 200 to 280 molecules of the gases per million 
molecules of air.) But in the past century, that concentration has jumped to more than 400 
parts per million, driven up by human activities such as burning fossil fuels and deforestation. 



The higher concentrations of greenhouse gases—and carbon dioxide in particular—is causing 
extra heat to be trapped and global temperatures to rise. 

What Are Greenhouse Gases? 

Earth’s greenhouse gases trap heat in the atmosphere and warm the planet. The main gases 
responsible for the greenhouse effect include carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and 
water vapor (which all occur naturally), and fluorinated gases (which are synthetic). 
Greenhouse gases have different chemical properties and are removed from the atmosphere, 
over time, by different processes. Carbon dioxide, for example, is absorbed by so-
called carbon sinks such as plants, soil, and the ocean. Fluorinated gases are destroyed only 
by sunlight in the far upper atmosphere. 

How much any one greenhouse gas influences global warming depends on three key factors. 
The first is how much of it exists in the atmosphere. Concentrations are measured in parts per 
million (ppm), parts per billion (ppb), or parts per trillion (ppt); 1 ppm for a given gas means, 
for example, that there is one molecule of that gas in every 1 million molecules of air. The 
second is its lifetime—how long it remains in the atmosphere. The third is how effective it is 
at trapping heat. This is referred to as its global warming potential, or GWP, and is a measure 
of the total energy that a gas absorbs over a given period of time (usually 100 years) relative 
to the emissions of 1 ton of carbon dioxide. 

Radiative forcing (RF) is another way to measure greenhouse gases (and other climate 
drivers, such as the sun’s brightness and large volcanic eruptions). Also known as climate 
forcing, RF quantifies the difference between how much of the sun’s energy gets absorbed by 
the earth and how much is released into space as a result of any one climate driver. A climate 
driver with a positive RF value indicates that it has a warming effect on the planet; a negative 
value represents cooling. 

What Are Greenhouse Gas Emissions? 

Since the start of the Industrial Revolution and the advent of coal-powered steam engines, 
human activities have vastly increased the volume of greenhouse gases emitted into the 
atmosphere. It is estimated that between 1750 and 2011, atmospheric concentrations of 
carbon dioxide increased by 40 percent, methane by 150 percent, and nitrous oxide by 20 
percent. In the late 1920s, we started adding man-made fluorinated gases like 
chlorofluorocarbons, or CFCs, to the mix. 

In recent decades we’ve only picked up the pace. Of all the man-made emissions of carbon 
dioxide—the most abundant greenhouse gas released by human activities, and one of the 
longest-lasting—from 1750 to 2010, approximately half were generated in the last 40 years 
alone, in large part due to fossil fuel combustion and industrial processes. And while global 
greenhouse gas emissions have occasionally plateaued or dropped from year to year (most 
recently between 2014 and 2016), they’re accelerating once again. In 2017, carbon emissions 
rose by 1.6 percent; in 2018 they increased by an estimated 2.7 percent. 



 

 

Five Major Greenhouse Gases 

The most significant gases that cause global warming via the greenhouse effect are the 
following: 

Carbon Dioxide 
Accounting for about 76 percent of global human-caused emissions, carbon dioxide (CO2) 
sticks around for quite a while. Once it’s emitted into the atmosphere, 40 percent still remains 
after 100 years, 20 percent after 1,000 years, and 10 percent as long as 10,000 years later. 

Methane 
Although methane (CH4) persists in the atmosphere for far less time than carbon dioxide 
(about a decade), it is much more potent in terms of the greenhouse effect. In fact, pound for 
pound, its global warming impact is 25 times greater than that of carbon dioxide over a 100-
year period. Globally it accounts for approximately 16 percent of human-generated 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

Nitrous Oxide 



Nitrous oxide (N2O) is a powerful greenhouse gas: It has a GWP 300 times that of carbon 
dioxide on a 100-year time scale, and it remains in the atmosphere, on average, a little more 
than a century. It accounts for about 6 percent of human-caused greenhouse gas emissions 
worldwide. 

Fluorinated Gases 
Emitted from a variety of manufacturing and industrial processes, fluorinated gases are man-
made. There are four main categories: hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), 
sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), and nitrogen trifluoride (NF3). 

Although fluorinated gases are emitted in smaller quantities than other greenhouse gases 
(they account for just 2 percent of man-made global greenhouse gas emissions), they trap 
substantially more heat. Indeed, the GWP for these gases can be in the thousands to tens of 
thousands, and they have long atmospheric lifetimes, in some cases lasting tens of thousands 
of years. 

HFCs are used as a replacement for ozone-depleting chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and 
hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), usually in air conditioners and refrigerators, but some 
are being phased out because of their high GWP. Replacing these HFCs and properly 
disposing of them is considered to be one of the most important climate actions the world can 
take. 

Water Vapor 
The most abundant greenhouse gas overall, water vapor differs from other greenhouse gases 
in that changes in its atmospheric concentrations are linked not to human activities directly, 
but rather to the warming that results from the other greenhouse gases we emit. Warmer air 
holds more water. And since water vapor is a greenhouse gas, more water absorbs more heat, 
inducing even greater warming and perpetuating a positive feedback loop. (It’s worth noting, 
however, that the net impact of this feedback loop is still uncertain, as increased water vapor 
also increases cloud cover that reflects the sun’s energy away from the earth). 

 



 

Big Bend Power Station, a coal-fired power plant in Tampa, Florida 

Where Do Greenhouse Gases Come From? 

Population size, economic activity, lifestyle, energy use, land use patterns, technology, and 
climate policy: According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), these 
are the broad forcings that drive nearly all human-caused greenhouse gas emissions. Here’s a 
closer look at greenhouse gas emissions by source. 

Electricity and Heat Production 

The burning of coal, oil, and natural gas to produce electricity and heat accounts for one-
quarter of worldwide human-driven emissions, making it the largest single source. In the 
United States it’s the second-largest (behind transportation), responsible for about 27.5 
percent of U.S. emissions in 2017, with carbon dioxide the primary gas released (along with 
small amounts of methane and nitrous oxide), mainly from coal combustion. 

Agriculture and Land Use Changes 
About another quarter of global greenhouse gas emissions stem from agriculture and other 
land-use activities (such as deforestation). In the United States, agricultural activities—
primarily the raising of livestock and crops for food—accounted for 8.4 percent of 
greenhouse gas emissions in 2017. Of those, the vast majority were methane (which is 
produced as manure decomposes and as beef and dairy cows belch and pass gas) and nitrous 
oxide (often released with the use of nitrogen-heavy fertilizers). 

Trees, plants, and soil absorb carbon dioxide from the air. The plants and trees do it via 
photosynthesis (a process by which they turn carbon dioxide into glucose); the soil houses 



microbes that carbon binds to. So nonagricultural land-use changes such as deforestation, 
reforestation (replanting in existing forested areas), and afforestation (creating new forested 
areas) can either increase the amount of carbon in the atmosphere (as in the case of 
deforestation) or decrease it via absorption, removing more carbon dioxide from the air than 
they emit. (When trees or plants are cut down, they no longer absorb carbon dioxide, and 
when they are burned or decompose, they release carbon dioxide back into the atmosphere.) 
In the United States, land-use activities currently represent a net carbon sink, absorbing more 
carbon dioxide from the air than they emit. 

Industry 
About one-fifth of global human-driven emissions come from the industrial sector, which 
includes the manufacturing of goods and raw materials (like cement and steel), food 
processing, and construction. In 2017, industry accounted for 22.4 percent of U.S. man-made 
emissions, of which the majority was carbon dioxide, though methane, nitrous oxide, and 
fluorinated gases were also released. 

 

Jingying Zhao/Getty 

Transportation 
The burning of petroleum-based fuels, namely gasoline and diesel, to power the world’s 
transportation systems accounts for 14 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions. In the 
United States, with Americans buying larger cars and taking more flights and with low gas 
prices encouraging drivers to use their cars more, transportation is the largest contributor of 
greenhouse gases. (It accounted for 28.7 percent of U.S. emissions in 2017.) Carbon dioxide 
is the primary gas emitted, though fuel combustion also releases small amounts of methane 
and nitrous oxide, and vehicle air conditioning and refrigerated transport release fluorinated 
gases too. 



Nationwide, cars and trucks are responsible for more than 80 percent of transportation-related 
carbon emissions. 

Buildings 
Operating buildings around the world generates 6.4 percent of global greenhouse gases. In 
the United States, homes and businesses accounted for about 11 percent of warming 
emissions. These emissions, made up mostly of carbon dioxide and methane, stem primarily 
from burning natural gas and oil for heating and cooking, though other sources include 
managing waste and wastewater and leaking refrigerants from air-conditioning and 
refrigeration systems. 

Other Sources 
This category includes emissions from energy-related activities other than fossil fuel 
combustion, such as the extraction, refining, processing, and transportation of oil, gas, and 
coal. Globally, this sector accounts for 9.6 percent of emissions. 

The Consequences of the Greenhouse Effect 

Today’s human-caused greenhouse gas emissions are higher than ever, the concentration of 
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is rising rapidly, and according to the IPCC, the planet is 
heating up. Between preindustrial times and now, the earth’s average temperature has 
increased 1.8 degrees Fahrenheit (1.0 degrees Celsius), with approximately two-thirds of that 
warming occurring in the last handful of decades alone. According to the IPCC, 1983 to 
2012 was likely the warmest 30-year period of the last 1,400 years (in the Northern 
Hemisphere, where assessment is possible). And all five of the years from 2014 to 2018 were 
the hottest on record globally. If warming trends continue at the current rate, it’s estimated 
global warming will reach 2.7 degrees Fahrenheit (1.5 degrees Celsius) above preindustrial 
levels between 2030 and 2052. 

Fueled by man-made greenhouse gas emissions, global warming is altering the earth’s 
climate systems in many ways. It is: 

 Causing more frequent and/or intense extreme weather events, including heat 
waves, hurricanes, droughts, and floods. 

 Exacerbating precipitation extremes, making wet regions wetter and dry regions drier. 

 Raising sea levels due to melting glaciers and sea ice and an increase in ocean 
temperatures (warmer water expands, which can contribute to sea level rise). 

 Altering ecosystems and natural habitat, shifting the geographic ranges, seasonal 
activities, migration patterns, and abundance of land, freshwater, and marine species. 

These changes pose threats not only to plants and wildlife, but directly to people. Warmer 
temperatures mean insects that spread diseases like dengue fever and Zika can thrive—and 
heat waves are getting hotter and more lethal to humans. People could go hungry when our 
food supply is diminished thanks to droughts and floods—a 2011 National Research Council 



study found that for every degree Celsius that the planet heats up, crop yields will go down 5 
to 15 percent. Food insecurity can lead to mass human migration and political instability. And 
in January 2019, the Department of Defense released a report that described the threats to 
U.S. military installations and operations around the world due to flooding, droughts, and 
other impacts of climate change. 

 

A solar array and wind turbine at the National Wind Technology Center in Jefferson 
County, Colorado 

The Greenhouse Effect Solution 

The earth has always experienced warm and cool phases, with natural forces—from the sun’s 
intensity, volcanic eruptions, and natural changes in greenhouse gas concentrations—
affecting how much energy from the sun our planet absorbs. Scientists say that as recently as 
a couple of centuries ago, the planet underwent a “Little Ice Age,” caused by a decrease in 
solar activity and an increase in volcanic activity. But today’s climatic warming—particularly 
the increase in temperatures since the mid-20th century—is occurring at a pace that can’t be 
explained by natural causes alone. According to NASA, “natural causes are still in play 
today, but their influence is too small or they occur too slowly to explain the rapid warming 
seen in recent decades.” 

In other words, humans are the problem. But we may also be the solution. We have the ability 
to rein in greenhouse gas emissions, though doing so certainly won’t be easy. Overhauling 
our energy systems will require transformative, aggressive global action—and now. 
According to the IPCC, we must decrease greenhouse gas pollution by 45 percent from 2010 
levels by 2030 and reach net zero emissions by 2050. To allow global warming to exceed 1.5 



degrees Celsius (which the IPCC has identified as the threshold for avoiding climate change’s 
worst impacts) would mean more intense drought, extreme heat, flooding, and poverty, the 
decline of species (including a mass die-off of the world’s coral reefs), and the worsening of 
food shortages and wildfires. 

Reducing our greenhouse gas emissions will require significant effort at the international, 
national, and local levels. First and foremost, we must slash fossil fuel production, 
consumption, and pollution by ramping up our use of clean, renewable energy and energy-
efficient technologies and by investing in fuel-efficient and electric vehicles. We must end 
fossil fuel subsidies and better leverage “cap and invest” programs, carbon pricing, 
and carbon capture, storage, and utilization technologies (which catch the carbon 
dioxide from emissions sources like power plants or directly from the air and permanently 
bury it underground or convert it into other materials). We must protect our carbon-storing 
forests and reduce food waste and the emissions that go with it. And as individuals, we must 
commit to taking carbon-cutting actions in our daily lives. 

 

  



Acid rains, Effects and Control Measures 

When fossil fuels like coal , oil and natural gas are burnt , gases like sulphur dioxide& 
Nitrogen dioxide are produced. These gases moves up wards in the atmosphere react with 
water vapour and gases like sulphuric Acid & Nitric Acid are from, finally return to the 
ground in the form of Acid rains. The word Acid rain was used for the first time in 1872 by 
Robert Angus Smith who recorded acid rains in Manchester a place of world fame for cloth 
mills. 

Sulphur dioxide is released from coal burning , power plants industrial boilers , smelters and 
petroleum refineries. It mixes with oxygen to produce sulphur trioxide which reacts with 
water vapour to produce sulphuric acid . 

2 SO2 +02 ------> 2 SO3 

2 SO3 + 2H2O -----> 2H2SO4 (sulphuric acid ) 

Nitrogen dioxide is produced in atmosphere during lightening in Sky. It also comes out from 
motor vehicle exhausts & chimneys of factories. It reacts with water vapour in presence of 
oxygen to produce Nitric Acid. 

4 NO2 + 2H20 +02 ---------> 4 HNO3 (Nitric Acid ) 

Acidity is decided on the bases of pH value. pH of Normal rain water is 7 but that of Acidic 
water is below 7. When pH of rain water is much below 5 it is called acid rains.  

Motor vehicle exhaust fumes are the main source of Nitrogen oxides. Sulphuric Acid 
contributes up to 60 to 70% white Nitric Acid contributes to the extent of 30 to 40% towards 
acid rains . 

Effects of Acid Rains 

1. Spoilage of Historical Monuments:- Several historical monuments in Athens, Rome and 
London have developed cracks. In India Taj mahal Leprosy was reported. The marble 
become pale and soft like chalk due to sulphur dioxide fumes from methane, oil refinery 
causing acid rains over Taj mahal in Agra. The whole building was painted with acid proof 
paint involving very heavy expenses. 

2. Harm to Aquatic Life :- Several lakes in Sweden, Norway & Canada have become 
unproductive. Due to death of fishes they have been converted to fish grave yards . 

3. Effect on Vegetation:- The leaves become colorless & dry. The growth of trees is 
checked. In Sweden acid rains have destroyed the coniferous forest. The soil becomes acidic  
and non productive for crops . Nitrogen fixing bacteria are destroyed. 

4. Effect on Human Health: Acidic water when used for drinking purposes damages kidney 
, bones and brain. Acid rains cause skin cancer. 



5. Spoilage of Metallic Structure : Big boilers , fermenters and railway carriages lying in 
open get corroded and rusted. 

Control Measures 

1. Coal should be washed before burning . 

2. Fuel of low sulphur content be selected . 

3. Along with coal lime stone be burnt in industrial chimneys. Lime stone being alkaline will 
reduce acidity 

4. Lime be added to Agricultural land , forest soil and lakes & ponds to reduce acidity . 
Addition of lime to agricultural field is called dressing . 

  



Ozone Layer Depletion , Causes , Effects and Control Measures 

Ozone Layer Definition 

“The ozone layer is a region in the earth’s stratosphere that contains high concentrations 
of ozone and protects the earth from the harmful ultraviolet radiations of the sun.” 

What is Ozone Layer? 

The ozone layer is found in the lower portion of the earth’s atmosphere. It has the potential to 
absorb around 97-99% of the harmful ultraviolet radiations coming from the sun that can 
damage life on earth. If the ozone layer was absent, millions of people would develop skin 
diseases and may have weakened immune systems. 

However, scientists have discovered a hole in the ozone layer over the Antarctic. This has 
focussed their concern on various environmental issues and steps to control them. The main 
reasons for the ozone hole are chlorofluorocarbons, carbon tetrachloride, methyl bromide and 
hydrochlorofluorocarbons. 

Let us have a detailed look at the various causes and effects of ozone layer depletion. 

Ozone Layer Depletion 

“Ozone layer depletion is the gradual thinning of the earth’s ozone layer in the upper 
atmosphere caused due to the release of  chemical compounds containing gaseous bromine 
or chlorine from industries or other human activities.” 

Ozone gas was discovered by a German chemist Christian schonbein is 1840. It is formed by 
the action of sunlight on oxygen - 

        sunlight 
O2 ---------------> O + O 
        UV- Rays 
 
               80 °C 
O + O2 ------------> O3 (Ozone ) 
 

How ozone works 

The sun emits electromagnetic radiation at different wavelengths, meaning energy at different 
intensities. The atmosphere acts like a multi-layer shield that protects Earth from dangerous 
solar radiation. 

Ozone is found in two different parts of our atmosphere. Ground level or “bad” ozone is a 
human health irritant and component of smog. It is found in the lower atmosphere 
(troposphere) and has nothing to do with the "ozone hole." 



High level or “good” ozone occurs in the stratosphere and accounts for the vast majority of 
atmospheric ozone. 

The stratospheric ozone layer absorbs ultraviolet (UV) radiation, preventing dangerous UV 
rays from hitting Earth's surface and harming living organisms. UV rays cannot be seen or 
felt, but they are very powerful and change the chemical structure of molecules. 

UV radiation plays a small role in global warming because its quantity is not enough to cause 
the excess heat trapped in the atmosphere. UV radiation represents a small percentage of the 
energy from the sun, and is not highly absorbed or scattered in the atmosphere—especially 
when compared with other wavelengths, like infrared. But, ozone depletion is also 
concerning because it directly impacts the health of humans, and other living organisms. 

 

What is Ozone Layer Depletion? 

Ozone layer depletion is the thinning of the ozone layer present in the upper atmosphere. This 
happens when the chlorine and bromine atoms in the atmosphere come in contact with ozone 
and destroy the ozone molecules. One chlorine can destroy 100,000 molecules of ozone. It is 
destroyed more quickly than it is created. 

Some compounds release chlorine and bromine on exposure to high ultraviolet light, which 
then contributes to the ozone layer depletion. Such compounds are known as Ozone 
Depleting Substances (ODS). 



The ozone-depleting substances that contain chlorine include chlorofluorocarbon, carbon 
tetrachloride, hydrochlorofluorocarbons, and methyl chloroform. Whereas, the ozone-
depleting substances that contain bromine are halons, methyl bromide, and hydro 
bromofluorocarbons. 

Chlorofluorocarbons are the most abundant ozone-depleting substance. It is only when the 
chlorine atom reacts with some other molecule, it does not react with ozone. 

Montreal Protocol was proposed in 1987 to stop the use, production and import of ozone-
depleting substances and minimize their concentration in the atmosphere to protect the ozone 
layer of the earth. 

Ozone depletion, gradual thinning of Earth’s ozone layer in the upper atmosphere caused by 
the release of chemical compounds containing gaseous chlorine or bromine from industry and 
other human activities. The thinning is most pronounced in the polar regions, especially 
over Antarctica. Ozone depletion is a major environmental problem because it increases the 
amount of ultraviolet (UV) radiation that reaches Earth’s surface, which increases the rate 
of skin cancer, eye cataracts, and genetic and immune system damage. The Montreal 
Protocol, ratified in 1987, was the first of several comprehensive international agreements 
enacted to halt the production and use of ozone-depleting chemicals. As a result of continued 
international cooperation on this issue, the ozone layer is expected to recover over time. 

 

Ozone depletion, Antarctic ozone hole, September 17, 2001. 

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center 



The ozone hole 

The term ‘ozone hole’ refers to the depletion of the protective ozone layer in the upper 
atmosphere (stratosphere) over Earth's polar regions. People, plants, and animals living under 
the ozone hole are harmed by the solar radiation now reaching the Earth's surface—where it 
causes health problems, from eye damage to skin cancer. 

Stratospheric ozone is constantly produced by the action of the sun's ultraviolet radiation on 
oxygen molecules (known as photochemical reactions). Although ozone is created primarily 
at tropical latitudes, large-scale air circulation patterns in the lower stratosphere move ozone 
toward the poles, where its concentration builds up. 

In addition to this global motion, strong winter polar vortices are also important to 
concentrating ozone at the poles. During the continuously dark polar winter, the air inside the 
polar vortices becomes extremely cold, a necessary condition for polar stratospheric cloud 
formation. 

Polar stratospheric clouds create the conditions for drastic ozone destruction, providing a 
surface for chlorine to change into ozone-destroying form. They generally last until the sun 
comes up in the spring. 

In the 1980s, scientists discovered that the ozone layer was thinning in the lower stratosphere, 
with particularly dramatic ozone loss—known as the "ozone hole"—in the Antarctic spring 
(September and October). 

Scientists also discovered that the thinning in the ozone layer was caused by increasing 
concentrations of ozone-depleting chemicals – chlorofluorocarbons or CFCs (compounds 
with chlorine and/or fluorine attached to carbon) and to a lesser extent halons (similar 
compounds with bromine or iodine). These chemicals can remain in the atmosphere for 
decades to over a century. 

At the poles, CFCs attach to ice particles in clouds. When the sun comes out again in the 
polar spring, the ice particles melt, releasing the ozone-depleting molecules from the ice 
particle surfaces. 

Once released, these ozone-destroying molecules do their dirty work, breaking apart the 
molecular bonds in UV radiation-absorbing ozone. 

Antarctic Ozone Hole 

The most severe case of ozone depletion was first documented in 1985 in a paper by British 
Antarctic Survey (BAS) scientists Joseph C. Farman, Brian G. Gardiner, and Jonathan D. 
Shanklin. Beginning in the late 1970s, a large and rapid decrease in total ozone, often by 
more than 60 percent relative to the global average, has been observed in the springtime 
(September to November) over Antarctica. Farman and his colleagues first documented this 
phenomenon over their BAS station at Halley Bay, Antarctica. Their analyses attracted the 
attention of the scientific community, which found that these decreases in the total ozone 
column were greater than 50 percent compared with historical values observed by both 
ground-based and satellite techniques. 



 

Southern Hemisphere ozone hole 

Two bar graphs depicting the maximum ozone hole size and the minimum ozone coverage (in 
Dobson units) of the Southern Hemisphere ozone hole, 1979–2014. 

During the winter the air over the Antarctic becomes extremely cold as a result of the lack 
of sunlight and a reduced mixing of lower stratospheric air over Antarctica with air outside 
the region. This reduced mixing is caused by the circumpolar vortex, also called the polar 
winter vortex. Bounded by a stratospheric jet of wind circulating between approximately 50° 
and 65° S, the air over Antarctica and its adjacent seas is effectively isolated from air outside 
the region. The extremely cold temperatures inside the vortex lead to the formation of PSCs, 
which occur at altitudes of roughly 12 to 22 km (about 7 to 14 miles). Chemical reactions that 
take place on PSC particles convert less-reactive chlorine-containing molecules to more-
reactive forms such as molecular chlorine (Cl2) that accumulate during the polar night. 
(Bromine compounds and nitrogen oxides can also react with these cloud particles.) When 
day returns to Antarctica in the early spring, sunlight breaks the molecular chlorine into 
single chlorine atoms that can react with and destroy ozone. Ozone destruction continues 
until the breakup of the polar vortex, which usually takes place in November. 

A polar winter vortex also forms in the Northern Hemisphere. However, in general, it is 
neither as strong nor as cold as the one that forms in the Antarctic. Although polar 
stratospheric clouds can form in the Arctic, they rarely last long enough for extensive 
decreases in ozone. Arctic ozone decreases of as much as 40 percent have been measured. 
This thinning typically occurs during years when lower-stratospheric temperatures in the 
Arctic vortex have been sufficiently low to lead to ozone-destruction processes similar to 
those found in the Antarctic ozone hole. As with Antarctica, large increases in concentrations 



in reactive chlorine have been measured in Arctic regions where high levels of ozone 
destruction occur. 

Is There a Connection Between the Ozone Hole and Global Warming? 

Human activities cause ozone depletion and global warming 

Ozone (O3) depletion does not cause global warming, but both of these environmental 
problems have a common cause: human activities that release pollutants into the 
atmosphere altering it. 

Global warming is caused primarily by putting too much carbon dioxide into the atmosphere 
when coal, oil, and natural gas are burned to generate electricity or to run our cars. 

Carbon dioxide spreads around the planet like a blanket, and is one of the main gases 
responsible for the absorption of infrared radiation (felt as heat), which comprises the bulk of 
solar energy. 

Ozone depletion occurs when chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and halons—gases formerly found 
in aerosol spray cans and refrigerants—are released into the atmosphere (see details below). 

Ozone sits in the upper atmosphere and absorbs ultraviolet radiaton, another type of solar 
energy that's harmful to humans, animals and plants. CFCs and halons cause chemical 
reactions that break down ozone molecules, reducing ozone's ultraviolet radiation-absorbing 
capacity. 

Causes of Ozone Layer Depletion 

The ozone layer depletion is a major concern and is associated with a number of factors. The 
main causes responsible for the depletion of the ozone layer are listed below: 

Chlorofluorocarbons 

Chlorofluorocarbons or CFCs are the main cause of ozone layer depletion. These are released 
by solvents, spray aerosols, refrigerators, air-conditioners, etc. 

The molecules of chlorofluorocarbons in the stratosphere are broken down by the ultraviolet 
radiations and release chlorine atoms. These atoms react with ozone and destroy it. 

Unregulated Rocket Launches 

Previous researches demonstrated that the unregulated launching of rockets result in much 
more depletion of ozone layer than the CFCs do. If not controlled, this might result in a huge 
loss of the ozone layer by the year 2050. 

Nitrogenous Compounds 

The nitrogenous compounds such as NO2, NO, N2O are highly responsible for the depletion 
of the ozone layer. 



Natural Causes 

The ozone layer has been found to be depleted by certain natural processes such as Sun-spots 
and stratospheric winds. But it does not cause more than 1-2% of the ozone layer depletion. 

The volcanic eruptions are also responsible for the depletion of the ozone layer. 

Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS) 

“Ozone depleting substances are the substances such as chlorofluorocarbons, halons, 
carbon tetrachloride, hydrofluorocarbons, etc. that are responsible for the depletion of 
ozone layer.” 

Following is the list of some main ozone-depleting substances and the sources from where 
they are released: 

Ozone-Depleting Substances Sources 

Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) Refrigerators, air-conditioners, solvents, dry-cleaning agents, etc. 

Halons Fire-extinguishers 

Carbon tetrachloride Fire extinguishers, solvents 

Methyl chloroform Adhesives, aerosols 

Hydrofluorocarbons Solvent cleaning, fire extinguishers, solvent cleaning 

 

The mechanism of Ozone Depletion 

The main reason for Ozone layer depletion are colourless synthetic atmospheric gases 
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) . These gases are used in Air conditioning industry, refrigerator 
industry, foam formation industry and disposable crockery industry. Sherwood Rowland, 
Maria Molina and Paul Crutzen pointed out that chlorine of chlorofluorocarbon reacts with 
03 to produce chlorine oxide and oxygen chlorine oxide reacts with oxygen to produce 
chlorine & oxygen . 

Cl + 03 ---------> ClO+ 02 

ClO + 0 -----------> Cl + O2 



Thus Ozone gets converted Oxygen and Ozone layer become thin. For establishing the 
relationship between chlorofluorocarbon & ozone layer depletion they were awarded Nobel 
prize in chemistry in 1995. 

The main cause of ozone depletion and the ozone hole is manufactured chemicals, especially 
manufactured halocarbon refrigerants, solvents, propellants, and foam- blowing 
agents (chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), HCFCs, halons), referred to as ozone-depleting 
substances (ODS). These compounds are transported into the stratosphere by turbulent 
mixing after being emitted from the surface, mixing much faster than the molecules can 
settle.[2] Once in the stratosphere, they release atoms from the halogen group 
through photodissociation, which catalyze the breakdown of ozone (O3) into oxygen 
(O2).[3] Both types of ozone depletion were observed to increase as emissions of halocarbons 
increased.  

This global decrease in stratospheric ozone is well correlated with rising levels 
of chlorine and bromine in the stratosphere from the manufacture and release of CFCs and 
other halocarbons. Halocarbons are produced by industry for a variety of uses, such as 
refrigerants (in refrigerators, air conditioners, and large chillers), propellants for aerosol cans, 
blowing agents for making plastic foams, firefighting agents, and solvents for dry 
cleaning and degreasing. Jet aeroplane also produces oxide of nitrogen in its smoke which 
also causes ozone layer thinning.  

Effects of Ozone Layer Depletion:  

The depletion of the ozone layer has harmful effects on the environment. Let us see the major 
effects of ozone layer depletion on man and environment. 

Effects on Human Health 

The humans will be directly exposed to the harmful ultraviolet radiations of the sun due to the 
depletion of the ozone layer. This might result in serious health issues among humans, such 
as skin diseases, cancer, sunburns, cataract, quick ageing and an weakend immune system. 

Effects on Animals 

Direct exposure to ultraviolet radiations leads to skin and eye cancer in animals. 

Effects on the Environment 

Strong ultraviolet rays may lead to minimal growth, flowering and photosynthesis in plants. 
The forests also have to bear the harmful effects of the ultraviolet rays. 

Effects on Marine Life 

Planktons are greatly affected by the exposure to harmful ultraviolet rays. These are higher in 
the aquatic food chain. If the planktons are destroyed, the organisms present in the lower food 
chain are also affected. 



Ozone depletion and the ozone hole have generated worldwide concern over increased cancer 
risks and other negative effects. The ozone layer prevents most harmful wavelengths 
of ultraviolet (UV) light from passing through the Earth's atmosphere. These wavelengths 
cause skin cancer, sunburn, permanent blindness, and cataracts, which were projected to 
increase dramatically as a result of thinning ozone, as well as harming plants and animals. 
These concerns led to the adoption of the Montreal Protocol in 1987, which bans the 
production of CFCs, halons, and other ozone-depleting chemicals. 

1. UV reach the earth and cause skin cancer of sun burn. About 2.2 million cases of skin 
cancer occur every year in the world. 

2. Diseases like Measles, Chickenpox and Malaria increase. 

3. Cataract 

4. Loss of Vision 

5. Damage to immune system 

6. Susceptibility to herpes 

7. Green house effect 

8. Colour of paints and fabrics fades away 

9. Photosynthesis in Phytoplankton’s and Legumes and cabbage decreases. 

Control Measures: 

The depletion of the ozone layer is a serious issue and various programmes have been 
launched by the government of various countries to prevent it. However, steps should be 
taken at the individual level as well to prevent the depletion of the ozone layer. 

Following are some points that would help in preventing this problem at a global level: 

1. Avoid the consumption of gases dangerous to the ozone layer: due to their content 
or manufacturing process. Some of the most dangerous gases are CFCs 
(chlorofluorocarbons), halogenated hydrocarbon, methyl bromide and nitrous oxide. 

2. Minimize the Use of Vehicles: The vehicles emit a large amount of greenhouse 
gases that lead to global warming as well as ozone depletion. Therefore, the use of 
vehicles should be minimized as much as possible. The best transport option is urban, 
bicycle, or walking. If you use a car to a destination, try to carpool with others to 
decrease the use of cars in order to pollute less and save. 

3. Use Eco-friendly Cleaning Products: Do not use cleaning products that are harmful 
to the environment and to us. Many cleaning products contain solvents and substances 
corrosive, but you can replace these dangerous substances with non-toxic products 



such as vinegar or bicarbonate. These should be substituted with natural products to 
protect the environment. 

4. Buy local products: In this way, you not only get fresh products but you avoid 
consuming food that has travelled long distances. As the more distance travelled, the 
more nitrous oxide is produced due to the medium used to transport that product. 

5. Maintain air conditioners: as their malfunctions cause CFC to escape into the 
atmosphere. 

6. Avoid Using Pesticides: Natural methods should be implemented to get rid of pests 
and weeds instead of using chemicals. One can use eco-friendly chemicals to remove 
the pests or remove the weeds manually. 

7. Use of Nitrous Oxide should be prohibited: The government should take actions 
and prohibit the use of harmful nitrous oxide that is adversely affecting the ozone 
layer. People should be made aware of the harmful effects of nitrous oxide and the 
products emitting the gas so that its use is minimized at the individual level as well. 

 

Action to protect the ozone layer 

The Montreal Protocol 

In 1987, to address the destruction of the ozone layer, the international community 
established the Montreal Protocol on ozone-depleting substances. It was the first 
international treaty to be signed by all countries of the world and is considered the 
greatest environmental success story in the history of the United Nations. 

The Montreal Protocol’s objective is to cut down the production and consumption of 
ozone-depleting substances, in order to reduce their presence in the atmosphere and thus 
protect the Earth's ozone layer. 

The Montreal Protocol set an important precedent but more needs to be done. It appears 
unlikely that the decrease in ozone-depleting substances alone will lead to the recovery of 
the stratospheric ozone layer to its pre-1980 concentration levels because of the 
competing and uncertain effects of further climate change. 

Stratospheric ozone also has natural processes that remove it from the atmosphere. Tiny 
sulfate particles (aerosols) blasted into the stratosphere by the volcanic eruption of Mount 
Pinatubo in 1991 caused measurable decreases in ozone for several years following the 
eruptions. 

 



Nuclear Accidents & Holocaust 

A nuclear and radiation accident is defined by the International Atomic agency as an “event 
that has led to significant consequences to people, the environment or the facility”.  Examples 
include lethal effects to individuals, large radioactivity release to the environment, or “reactor 
core melt.” 

The prime example of a “major nuclear accident” is one in which a reactor core is damaged 
and significant amounts of radiation are released, such as in the Chernobyl Disaster in 1986. 
The impact of nuclear accidents has been a topic of debate practically since the first nuclear 
reactors were constructed. It has also been a key factor in public concern about nuclear 
facilities. 

Some technical measures to reduce the risk of accidents or to minimize the amount of 
radioactivity released to the environment have been adopted. Despite the use of such 
measures, “there have been many accidents with varying impacts as well near misses and 
incidents”. 

Benjamin K. Sovacool has reported that worldwide there have been 99 accidents at nuclear 
power plants. Fifty-seven accidents have occurred since the Chernobyl disaster, and 57% (56 
out of 99) of all nuclear-related accidents have occurred in the USA. 

Serious nuclear power plant accidents include the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster (2011), 
Chernobyl disaster (1986), Three Mile Island accident (1979), and the SL-1 accident (1961). 
Stuart Arm states, “apart from Chernobyl, no nuclear workers or members of the public have 
ever died as a result of exposure to radiation due to a commercial nuclear reactor incident.” 

Nuclear-powered submarine mishaps include the K-19 reactor accident (1961), the K-27 
reactor accident (1968), and the K-431 reactor accident (1985). Serious radiation accidents 
include the Kyshtym disaster, Wind scale fire, radiotherapy accident in Costa Rica, 
radiotherapy, and radiation accident in Morocco, Goiania accident, radiation accident in 
Mexico City, radiotherapy unit accident in Thailand, and the Mayapuri radiological accident 
in India. 

One major nuclear accident is as follows: 

(i) Chernobyl Nuclear Disaster: 

26th of April 1986 witnessed one of the world’s worst Nuclear Disaster ever in Chernobyl. 
Chernobyl is approximately 80 miles (which is 120 kilometers) north of the capital city of the 
Ukraine, Kiev. The accident took lives of 30 people immediately and vast evacuation of 
135000 people within 20 mile radius of the power plant was carried out after the accident. 

Causes of the Accident: 

There was not one cause of this accident, there were several which all contributed to it. This 
accident happened while testing an RMBK reactor. A chain reaction occurred in the reactor 



and got out of control, causing explosions and a huge fireball which blew off the heavy 
concrete and steel lid on the reactor. 

These are the causes: 

1. Design fault in RBMK reactor 

2. A violation, of procedures 

3. Breakdown of communication 

4. Lack of a ‘Safety Culture’ in the power plant 

Consequences of the Accident: 

1. Environmental consequences: 

The radioactive fallout caused radioactive material to deposit itself over large areas of 
ground. It has had an effect over most of the northern hemisphere in one way or another. In 
some local ecosystems within a 6 mile (10 km) radius of the power plant the radiation is 
lethally high especially in small mammals such as mice and coniferous trees. Luckily within 
4 years of the accident nature began to restore itself, but genetically these plants may be 
scarred for life. 

2. Health effects: 

Firstly, there was a huge increase in Thyroid Cancer in Ukrainian children (from birth to 15 
years old). From 1981-1985 there was an average of 4-6 patients per million but between 
1986 and 1997 this increased to an average of 45 patients per million. 

It was also established that 64% of Thyroid Cancer patients lived in the most contaminated 
areas of the Ukraine (Kiev province, Kiev city, provinces of Rovno, Zhitomir, Cherkassy and 
Chernigov). 

3. Psychological consequences: 

There has been an increase in psychological disorders such as anxiety, depression, 
helplessness and other disorders which lead to mental stress. These disorders are not a 
consequence of radiation, but a consequence from the stress of evacuation, the lack of 
information given after the accident and the stress of knowing that their health and their 
children’s health could be affected. 

4. Economic, political and social consequences: 

The worst contaminated areas were economically, socially and politically declining as the 
birth rate had decreased and emigration numbers had substantially risen which had caused a 
shortage in labour force. These areas could not evolve industrially or agriculturally because 
of strict rules that were introduced because the area was too contaminated. 



The few products made were hard to sell or export because people were aware that it had 
come from the Ukraine and so were scared of being affected, this caused a further economic 
decline. Socially people have been limited on their activities making everyday life very 
difficult. 

Other Nuclear Holocaust 

Atom bomb was dropped on 6.8 1945 on Hiroshima and on 9.8 1945 on Nagasaki of Japan 
during second world war .Several buildings were destroyed . Screaming of human beings was 
noticed about one lakh people died. Thousand were admitted in hospital suffering from major 
injuries like bleeding, bone fracture or burning. The persons who survived were affected by 
mutations due to radiation resulting in genetic disorders and birth of crippled children. Radio 
activity not only damage the present generation but also the future generation. Ever today the 
birth of crippled children is maximum in Japan. 

Control Measures 

1. There should be no leakage in nuclear power plants. 

2. Nuclear waste also called royal waste should be diluted to harmless limits before disposal . 

3. Employees working in nuclear power plants most be provided with such aprons which 
protect them from radio activity. 

4. Atomic explosions should be totally banned. 

5. C.T. B.T. (comprehensive test ban treaty) be imposed on all the countries . 


